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FROM THE EDITOR 
~ "INTENSE SENSE OF POSS IBILITY" 
characterizes the University of Richmond, says 
President Richard L Morrill. 
That sense is based on the University's history 
and traditions, its resources and supporters, its 
committed faculty and staff, and its distinctive 
characteristics as a small, undergraduate liberal 
arcs university. Every year, the University's 
aspirations of academic excellence rise higher. 
To better capture that sense of possibility and 
aspiration, the University of Richmond Maga-
z ine has a new look beginning with this issue. 
The magazine sports fresh design and color 
photos, bUI the changes are more than cosmetic. 
We have reorganized the contents and added 
several new sections for better coverage of a 
University on the move. 
Reader input was an important 
Readers help 
shape a new 




.Meanwhile, coverage of alumni events has 
been given to a new newsletter,.Momentum, 
which will appear several times a year alternaling 
with the magazine, allowing more space for 
reunion and chapter photos and news. 
You'll still find our feature articles and Vantage 
Point, our faculty essay, but we've added several 
new sections. 
Following the features is "Explorations," a 
section designed to share with readers stories of 
inquiry and research by students and faculty, and 
involvement in learning by students. This section 
will give readers more glimpses into the aca-
demic program, one of the topics they say 
they're most interested in reading about. 
Readers are also very interested in alumni 
achievements, and two other new sections are 
designed to highlight achievements. 
part of the process. Thanks to the 
readership survey conducled over 
the summer, we had information 
about what's important to om 
readers as we contemplated 
changes. 
Topics respondents are 
most interested in rcadlng about 
One of those sections, "Bookmarks," 
will allow us to recognize alumni 
who have recently published books, 
as well as faculty who have done so. 
Previously, alumni books were 
included in Class Notes. 
At the front and back of this 
issue are seclions that have very 
high readership: Around the L'tke, 
which includes short news articles 
about what 's happening on campus, 
and the class news. 
Almost half the respondents in 
our survey said the main reason 
they read the University of 
Riclmumd Magaz ine was for 
coverage of alumni news. Half said 
they"almost always" read the class 
news section and one-fuurth said 
they usually read class news first. 
We know class news is the heart 
oft he magazine for our alumni 
readers, who depend on it to help 
them stay in touch with their 
classmates. That 's why we've given 
it a new name - "Class Connec-
tions" - to reflect that role. 
l':1,gc 2 + FROM TH£ EDITOR 
The final new section, "Alumni 
Notablest appeared for lhe first 
time in the Summer 1994 issue. 
Here we salute a few of our 29,000 
alumni who have received some 
form of outstanding recognition. 
Above all, the magazine seeks to 
share stories of the University and 
its family, as it keeps alumni in 
touch with their alma mater and 
with each other. 
We hope you enjoy reading the 
redesigned magazine as much as we 
enjoyed planning it. 
READERSHIP SURVEY REsULTS 
Every issue of the U11iversfly of Kic/J111011d 
Magazine brings responses from a few readers 
who call or write. This summer, we solicited 
feedback from more than 3,000 readers through a 
formal readership survey. 
We asked Media General Research ,a subsidiary 
of Media GentTJI Inc., to conduc1 the survey. We 
chose to use a mail questionnaire, which was sent 
to randomly selected readers several weeks after 
publication of the Spring 1994 issue (see "Method-
ologyt below) 
When the results were in, the magazine 
received high marks. We learned it has a high 
readership as a whok and by individual sections, 
that it has a high degree of~pass-along" readership, 
and that readers give its various attributes very 
good iJtings. 
Nearly three-fourths of all respondents had read 
the last four issues of the U11iversity of Richmond 
Magazbie,and almost 90 percent had read the 
Spring 1994 issue 
The average time spent looking through a 
typical issue was 28 minutes. Nearly half said their 
copy is read by someone else - usually a spouse -
and about half said they keep some copies of the 
magazine 
Why do they read the magazine? 
Almost half ( 43 percent) of all respondents said 
the main reason they read the University of 
Riclmw11d Magazine was for the coverage of 
alumni news. Among alumni alone, 40 percent said 
their main reason for reading was alumni news, and 
45 percent said they want to read articles ahout the 
University as it is today. 
In what order do they read the magazine? 
Media General no1ed no statistical difference in 
the order respondents indicated they read the 
publication, but in the alumni subgroup, half read 
class news first. 
Asked IO rate qualities of the magazine, 
respondents gave highest marks to "general 
appearance" (an average of7.7 out of 10, with 10 
being excellent and I being poor), and the lowest 
marks IO "coverage of sports" (an average of 6.4). 
Also r,ued "very good" were "quality of writing" 
(7.5) and "quality of pho!Os"(7.3). 
Clearly, the top three topics of interest to all 
respondents were "future plans for UR," "academic 
programs" and "alumni achievements." Alumni 
respondents r.inked "alumni achievements" and 
"future plans for UR" highes1 (see chart, p.2) 
Asked if they would like a different content mix 
of feature articles, campus news, alumni achieve• 
ments and other news, nearly half said they would 
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We're now analyzing the individual comments 
and suggestions many readers took the time to 
make on their questionnaires, which will give us 
even more helpful information. 
Many thanks IO those of you who responded to 
the survey. Three respondents won a drawing to 
receive the new photo book, UnitJersity of 
Ricbmoll(/: A Portrait (everyone who returned a 
questionnaire through Sept. 23 was eligible). The 
winners were George H. Moore, R'S I, of Paxton, 
Mass. ; Dr.Arthur Harovas of West Hartford, Conn.; 
and the Richmond law firm ofWilliams,Mullen, 
Christian & Dobbins 
According to the survey, then, readers are 
satisfied with the Uni,,ersity of Richmond 
Magazine. We hope the changes incorpor.ned into 
this issue will make it easier for readers to find the 
news they want 
SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of the study by Media General was 
to assess the reading habits of U11iversily of 
Richmond Magazine readers and to measure 
current readership satisfac1ion levels. 
.. 
The method was a four-page questionnaire 
mailed to 3, I 08 readers, who were randomly 
selected from five constituent groups: alumni, 
parents of students, faculty and staff, gi\·ers to the 
University, and corporations and foundations. 
The questionnaires were mailed July 2;, 1994, 
and a second mailing was sent the week of Aug. I;. 
J\kdia General continued to receive questionnaires 
through Sept. 23. 
A total of 98 I completed questionnaires was 
returned by that date, representing a completion 
ratio of 32 percent. Using a base of981 respon-
dents, at the ;o percent level, the standard error 
would be plus or minus three percentage points 95 
out of I 00 times. 
In addition to the random survey done by Media 
General , the magazine ediwr mailed the same 
questionnaire to all members of the Board of 
Trustees, the Board of Associates, and alumni 
association boards - a total of 233 individuals. 
A total of !08 completed questionnaires was 
returned for a completion ratio of 46 percent. 
Resulls of this "in-house"sun'ey were virtually 
parallel to the results of the r,mdom survey. w 
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The University of Richmond is ranked 
among nation's best by U.S. News 
The University of 
Richmond was named 
No. I in its category in 
the 1994 US. News & 
World Report survey of 
·'America's Best Colleges." 
The magazine, which 
hit the newsstands in 
September, ranked UR as 
the best undergraduate 
university in the South. 
Other number ones in 
different geographical 
regions were Villanova in 
the North, Valparaiso in 
the Midwest and Trinity 
University (fcxas) in 
the West. 
Harvard University 
ranked No. I in the 
national universities 
category, and Amherst 
Colkge was No. 1 among 
the national liberal ans 
universities. 
After the news was 
announced, UR students, 
faculty and staff the next 
day gathered some 800 
strong to form a giant 
No. 1 that w,1s photo-
graphed from a helicop-
ter. The color phoro from 
that shoot is on the cover 
of this issue of the 
Uni11ersity of Richmond 
Magazine and also is on 
a postn that proclaims, 
"UR What LR And We're 
No. I 
"They finally got it 
right," UR President 
Richard L Morrill said 
l'agt' 4 • AROUND T H E LAKE 
jokingly about UR's 
No. 1 rnnking. For 
the past five years 
UR had been 
rnnked second in 
its category, and 
UR has been 
included among 
the nation's best in 
every issue since 
US. News began 
the survey in 1983. 
Whi le Morrill 
was delighted with 
UR's high ranking, 
he said: "There 
continue to be problems 
with the survey in spite 
of the magazine's efforts 
every year to rectify 
them. 
"The classification 
system the magazine 
uses, for example, is 
largely borrowed from 
the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of 
Teaching. In adjusting 
these classifications for 
its own use , US. News 
uses somewhat mislead-
ing labels of its own that 
create some confusion. 
"UR, for example, is 
classified as a regional 
university when its 
student composition is 




state universities are 




tics because the 
basic classifica-
tion system is 
based not on 
whether an 
institution is 
{ national or 
i regional but 
~ whether it grants 
] doctoral degrees. 
] A better 
~ classification for 
,S" those schools 
1· might be 
~ ·research and 
doctoral 
universities.' " 
U.S. News surveyed 
I 
college presidents, deans 
and admissions directors, 
asking them to rate all 
the schools in the same 
category as their own 
institutions. The response 




were then combined 
with educational data 
that had been provided 
by the coUeges them-
selves. These included 
statistics that measured 
student selectivity, faculty 
resources, financial 
resources, graduation rate 
and alumni satisfaction. 
UR also was included in 
I 
Peterson's Competitiv. e 
Colleges, 1994-95, a book 
that looks a{ the nation 's 
"350 leading colleges " 
"Studen1/scholars 
benefit from an averngc 
class size of 20, ample 
opportunities in 
undergrnduate research, 
and no graduate assis-
tants. Richmond 's 
rigorous curriculum 
makes this medium-sized 
school a great college 
choice," states the 
guidebook. 
Another book, The 
Fiske Guide to Colleges 
(self-described as "the 
highest-rntcd guide to 
the best and most 
interesting colleges i.n 
America") says of UR: 
"Richmond is an 
excellent choice for 
anyone looking for a 
solid education in 
business, international 
studies, naturnl sciences 
or the liberal arts. Caring 
professors and a lovely 
setting round out the 
school's very pleasing 
scenario. 
"Says a senior, 'The 
university combines the 
human touch with a 
strong and nationally 
respected academic 
reputation.' All good 
reasons to remember the 
university in Virginia's 
state capital, Richmond" 
Na11dy Fitzgerald, 
R'63and G'64 • 
Convocation begins new year 
The 1994-95 academic 
year officially began 
Aug. 31 at the University's 
annual Opening Convoca· 
tion ceremony in the 
Robins Cente~. 
Student speaker Jason 
B. Roop,AR'95 and 
president of the Rich-
mond College Student 
Government Association, 
reflected on his experi-
ences at UR and the role 
of individual responsibil-
ity and collective action. 
In addressing the first-
year students, Roop 
emphasized the impor-
tance of teamwork, 
saying, "If we support 
each other, we can make 
ourselves stronger. We 
will have a more power-
ful force for change .. . 
We can channel our 
resources and funnel our 
concerns so that our 
nity to recognize 
appointees to newly 
endowed faculty chairs. 
Dr. G. Scott Davis, 
associate professor of 
religion, has been 
appointed to the Lewis T. 
Booker Professorship in 
Religion and Ethics, and 
Dr. Fredric M. Jablin, 
professor of leadership 
srudies, has been 
appointed to The E. 
Claiborne Robins 
Distinguished Chair in 
Leadership Studies. 
Reappointed holders of 
endowed chairs were 
recognized as wd l. They 
are Dr. Ernest C.llolt Jr .. 
professor of history, in 
the Samuel Chiles 
Mitchell-Jacob Billikopf 
Professorship in History; 
Dr. frank E. Eakin Jr., 
professor of religion, as 
Marcus M. and Carole M. 
••" '"I l I 
i ,- =J~tt. v · · ~Si 
w , 
• ii ,-Cr , 
impact on University 
policy is greater." 
Named 1994 Distin-
guished Educators were 
Dr. David H. Dean, 
associate professor of 
economics; Dr. Margaret 
Fields Denton, assistant 
professor of art; Dr. 
Andrew F. Newcomb, 
associate professor of 
psychology; Dr. Daniel J. 
Palazzolo, assistant 
professor of political 
science; Dr. Ed Pierce, 
assistant professor of 
health and sport science; 
and Peter N. Swisher, 
professor of law. 
Opening Convocation 
also provided an opportu-
Weinstein and Gilbert M. 
and Fannie S. Rosenthall 
Professor of Jewish and 
Christian Studies; and 
Dr.JamesH. HallJr. , 
professor of philosophy, 
as James Thomas 
Professor of Philosophy. 
The invocation was 
given by Jennifer L. 
Collins, BW'95, and the 
benediction was given 
by Dr. David D. Burhans, 
chaplain to the Univer-
sity. Music was provided 
by the Academy of St 
Boatwright on the Lake, 
the faculty jazz band, and 
by the University Band 
















• TI1erc were 5,432 applica-
tions for the l994first-
yearclassin the School of 
Arts and Sciences. A total 
of 825 students - 390 
women and 435 men -
enrolled. 
• Of those with class rank, 
88 percent of the women 
and 61 percent of the men 
were in the upper one-
fifth of their graduating 
secondary school class. 
• The middle 50 percent of 
the combined SAT scores 
ranged from 1130 to 1270 
for men and 1130 co 1260 
for women 
. 111enewclass includes44 
valedictoriansorsalutato-
rians, 395 membersofthe 
National Honor Society, 29 
National Merit Finalists, 
139student government 
officers or class officers, 
and 347 who were recog• 
nized for community 
service involvement. 
• The new students come 
from45statesand25 
foreign countries. Sixty-
two percent come from 
Virginia and the Mid· 
Atlamicstates, with 116 
students from Virginia 
alone. Another 12 percent 
hail fromtheSouthand 12 
percent from New England. 
International students 
• The number of interna-
tional students has 
doubled in the past three 
)"t'ars. This fall there are 
73 studentsfrom 35 
countries, I't'presenting sLx 
ofse~·en continents 
• The Uni!ed Kingdom sent 
the highest number of 
studmtswirh 12, fol· 
lowed by France with 
eight, India withsLxand 
Japan with four. 
• Three students each 
come from Australia, 
Brazil and Bulgaria; t\\'o 
students each come 
fromtheRahamas, 
Belgium, Germany, 
Iceland, the People"s 
Republic of China. 
Russia and Singapore. 
• There is one student 
eachfrom20other 
countries ranging 
from Haiti to Kenya 
to Ukraine. 
• This fall , 48 UR students 
arc studying abroad in 
16 countries. The most 
popular countries arc 
England with nine stu-
dents, Australia with 
se\·enandFrancewith 





• The T.C. Wil!iams School 
ofl.awreecivcd 1,954 
applications, the second 
highest number ever. 
• Thefirst·ycarclassof91 
men and 77 women 
matriculated from 76 
colleges, and they reside 
in 16statesand five 
foreign countries. Sev-
enty-two percent of the 
class is from Virginia, 
and 23 percent is from 
racial and ethnic minor-
ity groups 
• The first-year class 
average of 163 on the 
L5AT was in the 90th 
percentile. and the 
average GPA was 3.23. W 
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Biologist Radice named 
oneoftop 150young 
science educators 
Or. Gary Radice, assistant 
professor of biology, is 
one of the top l SO young 
science educators in 
America. 
Project Kaleidoscope, 
which is supported by 
the National Science 
Foundation, the U.S. 
Department of Education 
and several other presti-
gious foundations and 
corporations, recently 
named Radice one of the 
"Faculty for the 21st 
Century." 
The nationwide group 
was selcctnl "on the 
basis of their promise as 
leaders, their excellence 
in teaching and rcse.m:h 
and their willingness to 
dismantle trnditional 
professional boundaries," 
according to Project 
Kaleidoscope. 
The idea was to iden-
tify and bring wgcthcr 
early in their careers 
faculty members who are 
"dedicated to transfonn-
ing science and math-
ematics education" and 
who have shown talent 
in developing new ways 
co teach the sciences. 
The 150 junior faculty 
will take part in national 
meetings so they cm 
network; their first 
public gathering was 
October in Atlanta. 
They also are divided 
into smaller groups based 
on their academic disci· 
plines and geographical 
regions. Finally, each of 
the junior faculty mem-
bers is assigned a senior 
scientist to serve as 
mentor. 
l'a,1se 6 • AROIJ'l[)T \I F L\ f;.E 
Two of the questions 
Radice had co answer 
during the selection 
process were, "What are 
some of the current 
challenges facing you in 
your professional life?" 
and "What do you view as 
your most promising 
options and opportuni-
ties for the future? " 
Radice said his biggest 
challenge was finding the 
time to juggle teaching 
and research.The answer 
to the problem, he felt, is 
to involve students in 
research as a part of his 
teaching 
"I really like to have all 
of my students doing real 
research projects,'" he 
says. "TI1at's a big invest-
ment of my time, because 
each student has a 
unique problem." 
In the conventional 
laboratory, Radice ex-
plains, the instructor has 
control because everyone 
is doing the same project. 
Individual projects, 
however, are ·'a better 
way to do science,•· he 
says. 
Giving students more 
control in both the lab 
and the lecrure room 
sometimes results in 
chaos, but the results are 
worth it, Radice believes. 
Technology also pro-
vides some powerful 
teaching tools.A $200,000 
grant from the WM. Keck 
Foundation allowed the 
University to buy an I 
electron microscope and 
other imaging equip-
ment , and a $40,000 
grant from the National 
Science Foundation made I 
availabletwo "micro-
scope imaging work 
stations." 
Dr. Gary Radice 
was named 
one of the 
"Faculty 




The equipment allows 
the students to go far 
beyond looking at just 
one slide at a time. "Thev 
can put together 100 · 
slides and look at them in 
3-D. That"s very power-
ful," Radice says. 
The best way to bring 
together his teaching and 
research is co have his 
students work along with 
him on his own projects. 
Radice's area of exper-
tise is in muscle develop-
ment in embryos. In fact. 
he spent 10 years doing 
just research. After 
receiving his Ph.D. from 
Yale University, he did 
post-doctoral work in 
amphibian development 
at Indiana University in 
Bloomington, Stanford 
University and the 
University of California 
at Davis. 
His first full-time 
teaching position was at 
UR. Coming from large, 
research-oriented univer-
sities, however, to a small 
I 
predominantly liberal arts 
undergraduate university 
was fine with him be-
cause he wanted an 
environment that was 




Radice is very apprecia-
tive ofUR 's Undergradu-
ate Research Fund, 
which awards small 
grams directly co sru-
dents to conduct re-
search 
"I think it's just terrific 
students have the experi· 
ence of thinking through 
a project, of going 
throuWJ the logic of how 
to do it ." 
"If they're successful," 
he says, "they get the 
money co do che project. 
Thev feel good about 
the~selves, and they 
probably will he writing 
grant proposals if they 
go on in science." 
In fact, they get ex-
posed to the whole 
process, from being 
responsible for the 
budget to ordering 
supplies. "It"s the way 
things work," Radice 
says. 
"This is an exciting 
time to be teaching," 
Radice says. "lt"s also the 
golden age of biology, 
with a lot of interest in 
developing new ways to 
teach it.There is a 
movement toward 
having sh1dcnts doing 
rather than learning 
about science." 
Randy Fitzgerald, 
R'6] andG"64 W 
Faculty study Latin America 
A group of nine faculty 
members traveled to 
Argentina, Bolivia and 
Brazil last summer to 
participate in C'R's sixth 
faculty seminar abroad. 
The group explol"t'd 
cultural, economic and 
social issues central to 
these countries in the first 
of a f\\'o-pan series 
studying Latin America. 
The second seminar will 
study and travel to Mexico, 
Cuba andJamaica in the 
summer of •9;_ 
The focus of each year's 
seminar abroad is chosen 
in response to world 
events, and, in the last 
three years, in conjunction 
with the first-year Core 
Course, says Dr. Uliana 
Gabara, director of 
international education 
and seminar leader. 
Since the course 
includes literature from 
\~Jrious parts of the world, 
faculty members can 
incorpor.nc personal 
insights from the seminar 
into their ttaching 
"One of the goals is to 
create the possibili ty for 
facultv from various 
depari ments and schools 
to study a region of the 
world that they don'! 
know," Gabara says. "We 
anticipate that they will 
include that experience in 
their teaching - and 
certainly not only in the 
Core Course." 
"As a community, we 
decide what region needs 
to be better represented 
on the campus," Gabara 
savs. "Since Latin America 
is finally becoming very 
important, especially in 
our hemisphere, we 
decided that more faculty 
need the opportunity to 
gain knowledge of some of 
the countries in the 
American concentration 
in the University's 
international srudies 
major. Faculty members 
who have been tcacl1ing 
and conducting research 
on the area spoke to the 
group about Latin 
American history and 
economics, social issues 
and religions in Bra:til, and 
recent events in Argentina 
For the first time, a 
librarian attended the 
seminar. Lee Christner, 
W'69, a reference librarian 
in the Boatwright 
Memorial Library, 
established an exchange 
program with libraries in 
Cordoba and BuenosAires 
during the visit. She will 
send duplicate copies and 
obsolete editions in 
exchange for hard-to-find 
hooks for UR's Spanish 
language collection. 
"We don't have a 
written contract, but I'm 
hoping we can send each 
other books," she says. 
"Because our faculty is 
focusing more on Latin 
America, the exchange 
should help us create a 
nice collection." 
Dr. J. Van Bowen, chair 
of the mathematics and 
computer science 
department, also is trying 
to arrange a cross-cultural 
exchange with the 
University of Blas Pascal in 
Argentina. 
"The seminar sensitized 
me to the advantages of 
these exchanges," Bowen 
says. "The international 
presence in the classroom 
will expand our views." 
"l have been preparing 
for a trip to Latin America 
to study natural history for 
20 rears or so; says Dr. 
John Hayden, associate 
professor of biology. 
Hayden, an avid bird 
regmn watcher, returned fro m 
For a number of years, the seminar with more 
there has been a L1tin than 400 photographs of 
7be seminar 
was thejirst of a 
two-pmt series; 











by UR students 
and to pubUsh 
lectures deliv-









members of Phi 
Alpha Theta, UR's 
history honor 
society. 
birds, plants and natural 
landscapes, and a log of 85 
species of birds. 
I layden plans to work 
with students in his 
Systematic Hotany class to 
accumulate data about 
plants of the region to aid 
local researchers. 
Other faculty members 
who took part in the 
seminar were Dr.John 
Bishop, professor of 
biology; Dr. Michael 
Kerckhove, associate 
professor of mathematics; 
Dr. Alan Loxterman, 
professor of English; i\fa rk 
Rhodes, assistant professor 
The first issue of the 
journal, which will be 
published annually, 
contained undergraduate 
and graduate student 
papers and book reviews. 
along with lectures 
delivered bv the 1993 
Douglas SoUtha!I Freeman 
Professor, Dr. Emory 
Thomas. 
In addition to lectures 
on llobert E. Lee and 
Confederate strategy, 
Dr. Thomas also wrote his 
personal observations for 
the journal. 
A board of six students 
edited the 84-page journal, 
which included three 
student submissions. The 
first student paper was an 
honors thesis hy history 
and classics major Dave 
Defries, AR'94, on Russian 
and Germanic law. 
Tara Stanley,AW'97, 
submitted the second 
paper, which explored the 
occupations of 
Westhampton graduates 
from 1920 to 1980.The 
third paper, written by 
graduate history student 
Doug Post, focused on 
France's role in African 
history. 
This year's issue will 
include lectures on 
of art; and Dr. Joseph 
Troncak , associate 
professor of Russian 
In the six years that the 
seminar has been offered, 
almost 50 fac ulty 
members from 15 
departments have 
participated. TI1ey have 
traveled to countries as 
diverse as Poland, China, 
Yemen and Isrnel, and also 
to countries no longer on 
the map, such as the 
Soviet Union, Czechoslo-




American presidents and 
the South given this fall 
by Dr. \ViUiam E. 
Leuchtenburg, the 1994 
Freeman Professor. More 
than 20 student papers 
have already been 
submitted for consider-
ation by the hoard of 
editors. 
The studenls' interest 
in the journal was 
initiated by Dr. Robert C. 
Kcnzer, associate profes-
sor of historv and adviser 
to PhiAlpha.Theta. 
Both the journaJ and 
the professorship honor 
Dr. Freeman, R'04, who 
won Pulitzer Prizes and 
international recognition 
for his biographies of 
Robert E. Lee and George 
Washington. He was 
editor-in-chief of The 
RicJmwnd News Leader 
for 34 rears, and for 16 
years, Served his alma 
mater as rector of the 
Board ofTmstees. 
To obtain a copy of the 
journal for $2, contact 
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Poem about the streets wins award 
for student now working to help the community 
Serving her community 
has always been spiritu· 
ally and emotionally 
rewarding for Camisha 
Jones,AW'94, but last 
April she received a 
different kind of reward. 
For her poem, "What 
Will I Tdl My Children," 
which expressed her 
concerns about the 
future of children in a 
violent society, she was 
awarded the Colkge 
Language Association's 
Creative Writing Award 
for Poetry. At the CLA 
annual convention, she 
received $1 ,(JOO and an 
engraved plaque. 
• For this poem, I 
thought about people I 
knew who have been 
affected by violence in 
the streets," says Jones, 
who has written poetry 
fo r many years. "How do 
they keep 1hcir children 
safe? It 's an unanswered 
question in the poem, 
just as it is in real lik." 
Thinking of an aunt and 
others like her,Jones 
wrote the poem for a 
creative writing class 
during her senior year. 
"'My aunt has lived her 
whole life in poverty, but 
still has a very positive 
outlook," Jones says. ·'Jn 
the poem, I wondered 
about some of the things 
she faces everyday." 
Jones showed this 
poem and 25 others to 
Dr. Daryl Cumber Dance, 
professor of English and a 
longtime CLA member. 
The CLA is an organiza-
tion of college professors 
of English and foreign 
languages that foc uses on 
African-American and 
Pa~c8 • /\ROU:-.Jll IHtL\Kt 
Caribbean languages and 
literature. 
Each year, it awards 
prizes for excellence in 
poetry and short fiction. 
Dance encouraged Jones 
10 submit her poem for 
the CI..A's national 
competition. 
After graduating from 
UR in May with a degree 
in politicaJ science,Joncs 
went 10 work to help the 
Richmond community. 
Under a grant through 
Virginia COOL (Campus 
Outreach Opportunity 
League), located on the 
UR campus, Jones was 
hired as one of the first 
20,000 members of 
AmeriCorps, a service 
progr.im created by 
President Bill Clinton. 
Jones recruits students 
from Virginia Common-
wealth Cniversity to 
volunteer at inner-city 
schools, at a homeless 
shelter and with park 
clean-ups. 
Along with other 
Virginia Americorps 
members, Jones was 
invited to the White 
House for the official 
launch of the program 
on Sept. 12, 1994 - the 
day a plane crashed on 
the White House lawn. 
The crash site hap-
pened to be the spot 
where the event was 
planned. TI1e schedule 
was pushed back to late 
afternoon, which left 
over I 00 AmcriCorps 
members waiting on the 
lawn for half the day. 
""The Secret Service took 
pity on us and gave us 
hamburgers,~ Jones says. 
After remarks by Vice 
President Al Gore and 
President Clinton, the 
AmeriCorps members 
~ were sworn in, pledging 
) to "get things done" 
f fo;~::~~~;s to continue 
.._ ___ ...., I writing poetry and short 
Camishajo11es stories in her spare time, 
and would like eventually 
to write a novel. Until 
then, she is content with 
her work and her favorite 
hobby: watching cartoons. 
Kathleen Gallagher, 
AW'96 . 
What Will I Tell My Children 
By Camisha L.Jones,AW'94 
What will I tell my children, 
When love is all we have 
And the shadows grow long and dark 
In our unlighted halls? 
What will I tell my children, 
Against the setting sun 
And our dinner table seems 
More barren with the dragging days? 
What will I tell my children? 
For I know that thev will ask 
Why they have charity and. hand-me-downs 
Why sometimes I weep 
Why their friends must die. 
Oh, what will I tell my children 
When they grow bunkned on the streets 
And love is a quick high 
And respect a loaded gun? 
What will I tell my children 
'lo keep their souls alive, 
To make them know that our love is enough? 




Programs on gender 
identity, dual career 
relationships, college 
dating and male spiritual-
ity made up the fourth 
an nual Men's Week, held 
on campus Oct. 15-19 
The Richmond College 
dean's office sponsored 
the week. 
"We wanted to attem pt 
to change the stereo-
types of masculinity and 
create greater awareness 
of men's issues," says 
Dr. David Braverman, 
Richmond College 
assistant dean. 
Bravennan says the 
week's programs were 
based on a programming 
model for Richmond 
College, which defines 
six areas of develop-
ment: intellectual, 
spiritual, emotional, 
social , life planning and 
physical wellness. At 
least one program was 
designed to address each 
area during J\kn 's Week 
Featured speaker was 
Dr. Gregg Eichenficld, a 
psychologist in private 
pr.icticc in Minneapolis, 
who speciaJizes in 
men 's issues. 
In addition to the 
events open to the 
public, Eichenfield also 
led programs for smaller 
focus groups. He met 
with fraternitv men to 
discuss SL'"Xuaiity and 
with facultv and staff to 
discuss worldng with 
men of color. 
A group of Richmond 
college students known 
as the Committee for 
Men planned the week. 
They also help design 
men's programs through· 
out the year. 
"It is very important 10 
raise awareness of men's 
issues," says committee 
member Andrew Assir, 
AR '96. "TI1at 's the main 
purpose of Men's Weck." 
According to Bravennan, 
men's issues arc often 
overlooked. He cites 
common problems 
among men such as alco-
hol abuse, obsession with 
power, and homophobia 
"Men have conflicts 
when they fed they arc 
not living up to mascu-
line expectations ," 
Braverman says. ''They 
need to be seen as 
individuals with emotions." 
By sponsoring pro-
grams such as Men's 
Week, Braverman says, 
the University hopes to 
address these issues. 
Next spring, Braverman 
will teach a new course 
entitled The Psychology 
of Men, which will focus 
on how the individual 
dcvdops a sense of 
gender and how that 
affects the person 
Students who take the 
course may receive credit 
through either the 
psychology department 
or the women's studies 
program. 
Dr. Elisabeth Gruner, 
coordinator of women's 
studies, says, "I'm glad to 
sec that there are people 
realizing that men ha,·e 
gender, too. The speakers 
from Men's Week have 
been pro-feminist, and I 
have been pleased with 
the programs." 
Sarah .lfeadou's, A \V-95 • 
. Dream, Myth anti 
Reality: Contemporary 
Art from Senegal, 70 
works by 50 Scncgaksc 
artists, MarshArt 
Gallery exhibition 
Sept. 16-Oct. 30 




works by the 80-year-
old Cuban artist, Marsh 
Art Gallery exhibition 
Nov. 4-Dec. 16. 
iiM 
• Visit by Borivoj "Bordo" 
Dovnikovic, one of 
Yugoslavia's premiere 
animated filmmakers , 
Oct. 9-10, with 
screenings of his award• 
winning animated films. 
• fall international film 
series of seven films, 
including Fiorile, an 
Italian film directed by 
Paoli and Vittorio 
Taviani; The Accompa-
nist, a French film 
directed by Claude 
Miller; and The War 
Room , an American 




• Lecture on women's 
health concerns by 
Norma Swenson, co-
author of Our Bodies, 
Ourselves, Sept. 20. 
a Three American 
Presidents and the 












Professor of History 
this fall . His topics 
were Franklin 0 . 
Roosevelt, Oct. S; 
Harry Truman, Oct. 19; 
and Lyndon D. Johnson, 
Nov. I . 
Readings and 
Misreadings of tbe 
Hebrew Scriptures, the 
annual Weinstein-
Rosenthal Lecture by 
Dr. Walter J. Harrelson, 
professsor at Wake 
Forest University, 
Sept. 26. 
Re1111ili11g tbe House 
Divided: Frederick 
Douglass, Abraham 
Lincoln, and the New 
Birth of Freedom , 
lecture Nov. l S by Dr. 
Armstead L. Robinson, 




Concert by Das 
Klarinettenduo (Beate 
Zelinsky and David 
Smcycrs),aclarinct 
duo from Germany, 
Oct. 6. 
Concert bv Silk and 
Bamboo, Chinese 
classical and improvisa-
tional music played on 
silk string and bamboo 
wind instruments, 
Oct. 27. 
Concert by Affetti 
Musicali, a New York· 
based ensemble that 
performs music from 
the baroque era, 
Oct. 30. 
Concert by the 
University's quartet-in· 
residence, the Shang-
hai String Quartet, 
Nov. 3. 
Performance of 
Under Milk Wood, a 
play by Dylan 
Thomas, Oct. 6-9 by 
the University 
Players 
Residency Oct. 11-15 
by ACTER (A Centre 
for TI1eatre Education 
and Research), a 
British troupe of 
five actors who met 
with numerous 
classes and gave three 
performances of 
Shakespeare's Macbeth. 
Performance of the 
musical A Funny 
11Jing Happened on 
the Way to tbe 
Forwn, with book by 
Burt Shevelove and 
Llrry Gelbart, and 
music and lyrics by 
Stephen Sondheim, 




Gen. Colin Powell, 
former chairman of 
the U.S. Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, discussed the 
American military 
and the changing 
world order, Nov. 19. 
Hewasthefirst ina 
series of five speakers 
in the Richmond Fo-
rum speakers series, 
which is hosted by 
the University in the 
Robins Center during 
1994-95. • 




He is the most prolific 
scorer in Richmond 
water polo history, but if 
you asked a majority of 
UR studems what sport 
Adam Ward plays, they 
would say basketball 
Ward, a junior leader-
ship studies major from 
S1. Louis, plays both 
varsity basketball and 
water polo for the 
Spiders. He is one of 12 
athletes at UR who play 
two varsity sports. 
Heavily recruited for 
water polo and basketball 
out of John Burroughs 
School, Ward made the 
tough decision to gi\·e up 
basketball and devote his 
time to water polo at UR. 
Once he was on campus, 
the basketball hug began 
to bite. 
"I had pretty mm:h 
given up on basketball," 
Ward says, "but my father 
told me that if I didn't try, 
I'd regret it. So I gave it 
a shot." 
He sent a letter and a 
tape of a high school 
game to then-coach Dick 
Tarrant. Two days later, a 
player on the team broke 
his leg, and assistant 
coach Bill Dooley called 
Ward to fill the spot. 
Because he is a walk-on, 
he plays more of a 
support role on the 
hardwood, stepping in 
when the game is well 
in hand. 
Last season he was the 
crowd favorite, beckoned 
from the bench by a "We 
WantWard" cheer.When 
he checked into a game, 
l'aie 10 + A ROUNDTl l F LAKF 
Robins Center becomes a tennis court 
John McEnroe, serving abo,,e, defeatedjimmJ• Connors6-3, 7-5 in a!}O-minuteexhibiti<m m,1tch before a sold-out 
crouJ al the Robins Center Sept. i5. Proceeds of $105,580 from the event U'ffil to tbe Ricbnwnd Cerebral t'aby Center. 
Mcfnroe,35, and C<mnors, 42, are both former No. I players in the world. 
a roar went up in the 
student section. When he 
scored, it was pandemo-
nium. His biggest game 
came against William & 
Mary, when he scored 
eight points and pulled 
down two rebounds. 
In water polo, however, 
Ward has a different role. 
He has led the water polo 
team in scoring and 
assists in his three years 
at UR. A capiain this 
season, he has helped the 
Spiders to a 16th ranking 
in the country, thc 
highest in school history. 
He 1ricd out for the East 
ltam in water polo at the 
U.S.Olympic Festival last 
year, competing against 
the top athletes from 
colleges on the East 
Coast. Although he did 
not make the squad, he 
has two more years to try 
out. "It 's impressive and 
Admn War~ center 
it's humbling," Ward says. 
"It 's nice to play a sport 
like water polo where I 
am contributing on a 
more obvious level, but 
also being a part of a big-
time basketball program 
lets me see both ends of 
the spectrum," he says. 
"It 's a lot of fun ." 
The two seasons 
overlapped In October, 
and Ward practiced two-
I 
and-a-half hours for each 
sport six days a week. 
The work-outs could 
not have been more 
different from one 
another, he says. 
The water polo team 
spends much of its 
practice time in the pool , 
working on conditioning 
and drills. "It is serious, 
but fairly laid-back," Ward 
says. "We work hard, but 
we have time to talk.~ 
Basketball is another 
level of intensity, he says. 
Most of the practice is 
spent sprinting around 
the court during rigorous 
drills. There is no time to 
breathe, let alone talk. 
"J\.Iy main motivations 
are my faith and mr 
family," Ward says. "I 
think I would go crazy if 
they weren't so strong." 
Kathleen Gallagher, 
AW'% iii 
DR. THmlAS GREGORY 
Dr. Thomas W. Gregory, 
associate professor of 
English and adviser to the 
English education pro-
gram, died Sept. 16 
Dr. Gregory taught 
classesinAmerican 
literature, English compo-
sition, and the relation-
ship between poetry and 
art during his 16 years at 
UR. He also designed the 
curriculum for a special 
program for English 
majors who planned to 
become teachers. 
He served on the faculty 
of the Governor's School 
for the Humanities, held 
at the University in the 
summer, and received 
several National Endow-
ment for the Humanities 
awards for summer study. 
Dr. Gregory enjoyed a 
reputation as a painter, 
and his work was sold 
and exhibited at galleries. 
He also was a member of 
numerous organizations, 
including the Virginia 
Historical Society, the 
Jamestown Society 
and the Society of the 
Cincinnati. 
Before coming to UR 
in 1978, Dr. Gregory 
taught at Moravian 
College in Bethlehem, 
Pa. , for six years. 
Earlier, he taught in 
Virginia public schools in 
Alexandria and 
Albemarle County, and 
worked as a teaching 
assistant at the University 
of Iowa. He also served 
four years as an editor 
and case control director 
for the U.S.Army lmclli-
gence Corps 
Born in Norfolk, Va. , 
Dr. Gregory was raised 
in California. 
He is survived by his 
wife, Joy Reynolds 
Gregory of Richmond; 
his father, Thomas W. 
Gregory Sr. of Anchor-
age, Alaska; and his 
mother, Mrs. Robert 
Lovelock of San Leandro, 
Calif. 
Kt1thlee11 Gallagher. A\f/'96" 
IN 
MEMORIAM 
Students shape up at renovated facility 
!:,1111ie11tfit11e.~5 i11stmctor Erin Del'ine,AW'.96, a sport science major from Ore/and, Pa., 
coaches Dalid Kleinschus/er, AR:95, a sport science major from Chadds Ford, Pa. , in the 
recently re11omtedfitnessfacilif]• i11 the Ruhim; Center. 
&xtsting tu ice as much fitness equipment as tbe pretiousfacility, the Spider Sports 
Center draws an merageo/500 participants a day. Since ii opened i11Aug11st, the center 
bas been used k)1 more than l ,{J()()dijferentfemale student.~ and more than J,{J()() male 
shukmts -approximalef;• h1v-thirds oft be 1111dergrad11a/e student population. 
S!tule11ts,fl1c11flya11d stajflxweaccess to tbefacilityfrom 7-3011.m. to JO p.m. weekdays 
and from mid-day to JOp.m. 011 u-eekends. 
CARROLL L SAINE 
Carroll L. Saine, GB'66, a 
University of Richmond 
trustee since 1982 and a 
former member of the 
Board of Associates, died 
Aug. 18. He was 59. 
Mr. Saine was chairman 
of Central Fidelity Banks 
Inc., the organization 
with which he spent his 
entire 37-year 
A native of 
Lincolnton, 




College in 1954. 
After service 
with the Army 
from 1954 to 1956, he 
went to work in 1957 as a 
management intern at 
what was then Central 
National Bank in Richmond. 
Moving up through the 
ranks, Mr. Saine became a 
trust officer in 1965,a 
vice president in I 968, 
and executive vice 
president in 1973. In 
1976, he became 
president of Central 
National Bank and Central 
National Corp. , the bank 
holding company. He 
became chairman of the 
board and chief executive 
officer of Central Fidelity 
Banks Inc. in 1982. 
Under his leadership, 
Central Fidelity experi-
enced 19 consecutive 
years of increased earn-
ings. It is now the third-
largest banking company 
based in Virginia 
Through Mr. Saine's 
efforts, the bank has had 
a long partnership with 
the University's athletic 
program. It had spon-
sored the Central Fidelity 
Holiday Classic men's 
basketball tournament at 
the Robins Center for six 
years, and now sponsors 
the Central Fidelity 
Women 's Invitational for 
women 's basketball. 
In addition to his bank 
responsibilities and his 
duties as a UR trustee, 
Mr. Saine served on 
boards of severnl other 
locaJ companies. 
He was a director of 
the Virginia Independent 
College 
Foundation, a 
member of the 
Newcomen 
Society and a 
! ~~~!~~~f the 
~ Society of 
i Financial 
j !:l:s;~~;:r 
chairman of the Virginia 
Public School Authority 
and a former chairman· of 
the Virginia Center for 
the Pedorming Arts. 
In 1990, Mr. Saine was 
named a Distinguished 
Alumnus of Lenoir-Rhyne 
College. He was a 
member of First English 
Luthernn Church. 
Mr. Saine is survived by 
his wife, Wanda Boring 
Saine; a daughter, Martha 
Saine Condyles, L'88; a 
son, Mark Saine; his 
parents, Henry and 
Velma Saine of 
Lincolnton, N.C. ; a 
brother, Larry Saine of 
High Point, N.C.; and a 
granddaughter 
In memory of Mr. 
Saine, Central Fidelity 
Bank has made a 
S 100,000 gift to the 
Carroll Saine Scholarship 
Fund at the University, 
which was established in 
1992.The fund is used 
to benefit UR students 
from Virginia. 
Dorothy \Faf(e11er Ii 
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CRITICAL MASS 
Last summer, three University of Rich-
mond students helped dig into the secrets 
of the atom at the Continuous Elcc1ron 
Beam Accelerator Facility, a half-billion-
dollar research operation that anracts 
some of the world's top physicists 
to Virginia. 
CEBAF, managed by a consortium of 41 
southeastern colleges and universities,of 
which UR isa charter mcmbcr, is under 
contr.ict with the U.S. Department of 
Energy. It is a basic research laboratory 
built to make: use of a high-speed beam of 
electrons targeted at different materials in 
order to study nuclear reactions 
The goal : to discover how nuclei are 
held together at the quark level. 
Sounds like pretty heady stuff for 
undergraduates 
t But Michael Nimchek, Christo-
pher West and Brian McKccvcr arc not 
typical undergraduates and the University 
knows it 
They are among 11 students at UR in 
the Ethyl Science Scholars Program, 
which aims to bring top students in the 
sciences, mathematics and computer 
science to campus. The program is one of 
several merit scholarship opportunities 
available at the University_ 
Mc Keever, a junior physics and math 
major from New Canaan, Conn., worked 
with Dr. Michael Vine\'ard, UR associate 
professor of physics, in developing 
systems that will control the nuclear 
detector. 
Nimchek , a junior from Torrington, 
Conn., who is majoring in math and 
physics, worked with Dr.Jerry Gilfoylc, 
associate professor of physics. Their 
project was simulating possible reactions 
that might occur during an experiment 
And West , working with Dr. Phil Rubin, 
assistant professor of physics, wrote 
inventory programs and worked with new 
software that analyzes energy pulses, 
which arc convened into signals that can 
be read . 
"It 's an incredible opportunity," says 
West, a sophomore computer science and 
math major from Staunton, Va 
P,1ge 12 • CRIT ICAi . J\1 ,\SS 
Ethyl Science Scholars 
form a nucleus of students 
who stimulate others in 
math and science 
"None of my friends at other schools 
have had that kind of experience at 
this level." 
t Ethyl Scholar Sharon M. Connin, a 
junior mathematics major from Forked 
River, NJ, is gaining experience in a 
different field. She's worked summers and 
during the school year on statistics-related 
projects with Dr. J. Van Bowen, Roger 
Francis and Mary Saunders Richardson 
Professor of Mathematics. 
One memorable project uses sophisti· 
cated computer software to study the 
effects weather patterns have on fish 
populations 
"It's really fascinating," Connin says, 
pointing out that hurricanes, which are 
viewed generally as destructive fo rces, 
actually spawn population booms among 
some fish species. 
She also worked with Bowen on 
customer-service surveys for a Total 
Quality Management team studying 
businesses, including banks and depart-
ment stores. She wrote a statistical report 
on the survey's findings , and learned to 
use new software to put together her 
presentations. 
She likes doing research with such 
practical applications, Connin says. "You 
know this is going to go somewhere ." 
Gregory K. Kapp, a sophomore from 
Wilmington, Del. , and a biology major, has 
begun doing research in cell biology on 
heat shock proteins with Dr. Valerie Kish, 
Clarence E. Denoon Jr. Professor of 
Natural Science. His studies have been on 
algae "but the same proteins exist in 
BY Roe WALKER 
U:i;l/M° is afm!-ia,ue wrtter in Richmond 
humans," he says, so the work has 
potentially far-reaching consequences 
The work should culminate with 
publication of a paper at the end of the 
semester, he says. "It 's really exciting.~ 
Bryan Myers, a sophomore chemistry 
major from Richmond, went IO Columbia 
University during the summer after his 
first year, to work with faculty from that 
university and UR who were developing 
tutorial programs for use in chemistry 
labs. The programs, which nm on 
Macintosh computer systems, give a three· 
dimensional animated view of molecular 
dynamics,l\lyers says 
Dr. Raymond Dominey, associate 
professor of chemistry at UR, presentr:d 
the opportunity IO him, though he was 
just a first·year student, Myers says 
That's an example of how Ethyl 
Scholars, whosr: abilities arc known 
before they start college, are singled out 
fo r advanced research from the stan . 
"It's like you come in with a halo 
around you," Myers says. 
~ While the Ethyl program's first 
goal was to bring these outstanding 
students to campus with the lure of such 
opportunities as well as "full ride~ 
scholarships, it also was designed to be a 
catalyst, says Dr. William H. Myers, 
professor of chemistry and chair of the 
Ethyl Scholars committee 
"The Ethyl Scholars arc beginning to 
provide a critical mass'' among studr:nts in 
the sciences and mathematics with whom 
they interact in class, in laboratories and 
in less formal activities around campus, he 
says. "They r.iise the level for everyone 
It 's working like a charm." 
TI1e Ethyl program was a direct 
outgrowth of the Univr:rsity's 1990 
strategic plan. 
"Our clear intent was to develop a 
program to attract young men and women 
of the highest ability from across the 
United States and the world ," says Dr. John 
Roush, vice president for planning and 
executiveassistantcothepresident. 
"The sciences and math and computer 
science were already areas of recognized 
strength at the University, and it also was 
an area of significant need on the national 
level ," Roush says. "We need to attr.ict 
additional creati\·e, bright people into 
these fields ." 
"We understood, as this progr.im was 
developed, that whatever happens in the 
economy is going to be heavily dependent 
on achievements in math and science; 
ProfessorMyerssars 
The program, es1ablished in 1991 , was 
made possible by the Ethyl Corp. of 
Virginia, a Fortune 500 company and 
producer of chemicals for the petroleum 
industry, plastics and aluminum products; 
and by gifts in honor of E. Claiborne 
Robins, the University's most generous 
benefactor. 
Each year, two entering first-year 
students are recognized as Ethyl Scholars 
and two others, as Robins Scholars - all 
under the "Ethyl Science Scholars 
Program." 
Brian McKeever, Afichael Nimchek and 
Christopher West at CEBAF 
They are required to major in biology, 
chemistry, computer science, mathemat-
ics or physics in preparation for graduate 
work, and eventually careers, as scientists, 
researchers and educators in one of these 
areas. In consultation with an adviser, the 
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scholars plan thdr programs of study "With some encouragement through 
based on individual interests, goals programs like this, we think they'll 
and needs. understand that it's interesting, basic to 
They receive full rnition, fees, room life, and important to our nation's 
and board for eight undergraduate dtvelopment." 
semesters; a S2500 stipend for summer Under the program's admissions 
undergraduate research; access to all arts guidelines, Ethyl Scholars must have 
and sciences, busintss and leadership shown during their high school years a 
studies courses: registrntion for courses clear commitment to the study of science 
before other students in their classes; and and an intention to pursue graduate work 
assignment as an advisee to the faculty in preparation for careers in the sciences. 
adviser for the Ethyl Science Scholars They also must have been active in school 
Program and community activities related co science. 
These students also have the opportu- They must ha\'e exceptional 
nity w conduct independent research like high school academic records as well as 
the CEBAF work in dose coordination superior scores on the Scholastic 
with faculty, and they have opportunities Achievement Tests 
for publication of their work in scholarly The University sends information on 
journals and for presentations at scholarly the program through its admissions office 
:e:;~nj~~;~~~h:1:~:~~~~~;~~~;ts IJr.j. Van Bw~11 U'ilh Sharon Connin ~~a~!~~l:c;~~~:~~;;~:~~l~-~~t;:·idahn:e 
academic year or in the summer. studying science at any college or counselors and the math and science 
• Just as importantly, the Ethyl uni;~!~' t~e~~e~:~~od\bout the ~:~~~n7e:ts::;~;~ ~~~~~~dents who 
~~1~~:i:;, ~~~~:~i~:~;~~: ;:~ :::;~~i:~:~at University's hopes for this program, they Typically, some 130 students apply, 
makes the entire place more lively, more ;i:he:~;,~~d about helping to create it, ::~:~~::;:e::~;i~~~~::~~~;~nt fidds 
i~;~:;~~E~~E;;~;~~~n~ ~~e :~' w, :~o~,~~';i;;~:~:~ ;:i,1:~;~:;. ~.-,:,.ps:o~rt~ .•'.~,;:,,.~;o;~,-'01~e.,h~r tp~ro.!~;,·,~m:;_~~1,;"t'~'s .. asns, 
of understanding of chemistry and the 1d , ._ ,,.. ., ._ 
lcv':.\'.hose kids often come out of high chemicals industry," sars A. Prescott he says. 
school thinking MIT, Harvard or Stanford," :~;'~~:i~;~~r;cc president for t: · There is no question the program 
::;:su\'l~~i~i:~~;tr;h:!e~~:1:'.~~:~~' "Science educa!ion hasn't been ~i;~~:~i;:ii:e~.ampus studcms of thc 
the graduate level. :~~~~;~~:~_P;'f:~~;~~~:t~~t~ic The 1994 finalists had an average score 
can -:;~;~i::1:;~~~~rd~~i~~;::id~;~e;~:e students to major in the basic sciences, ~~~:-~h~~~ ~/1~0!i~~:;t~:;k~~ !uember 
nities to develop their interests. Then :;:n;;;i~~~:!rei.n chemistry, which can one in their classes and 11 were in the top 
they'll get into these graduate programs one percent. The group included six 
and go on to contribute through- .,.. ______________ National Merit Scholarship 
out their careers." EniYL RoBtN$ finalists 
the;)~\~~~t\~~ge th0e%e" ~;c:~~:~~!f SCHOLARS SCHOLARS get,~:: ~:~v:~~~1!0~:n~~s~lways 
students in the first class in the Sharon M. Connin,AW'% choices 
program are juniors this year, he Fotkcd Jth!t:t, N.J. "Students this talented have 
says, "but we are very optimistic." M3tbematks lots of options," Professor Myers 
• The idea looked like a good Brian Mc~All'96 ~~:~~~:~'.~:~e :~~ ::!"J~f the 
:,~~~r~~: ~:::\::t/:::!0i~v~ p~z~ big research universities like'lhas 
made significant contributions to c'ntiW'fr't~~':91 ~c~:~c~::~~:~t:~ccial tracks for 
the University and to other Wihninl!,t~l)i;L ""Jlie truth is, though, that 
science-0riented programs for 8iorogy there is not a lot of difkrence 
years. Christopher J.\Vest.AR'97 between the top and the bottom 
of t:~:~::1;tJ~ei~i;t~i~;~;~0; 11 C,o=~e of the finalist group. We'd be glad 
campus and they have contributed M.lchael N. Lac:IL,AR'9$1 :~t::::~~J' of the studeots we 
i;::::;~\~~t:~s~i~:~!a:~i~~~e f=~~ On the other hand, the 
scholarship program for Rich- ~:~:~:!t:,~~~,~~~~ ::~:pus for 
mond-area students interested in the interviews but who were not 
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selected for an Ethyl scholarship. So far, 
an average of two students a year who fall 
into this category have chosen to attend UR 
anyway. 
Nimchek says that after his visit to UR 
he liked the University so much that he 
probably still would have come here had 
he not been offered the Ethyl scholarship 
And he's convinced that would have been 
a good choice. 
Like many of the Ethyl Scholars, 
Nimchek has found himself engaged in a 
variety of activities on campus within and 
outside the sciences and math. lie is 
president of the University Players theatre 
group and he writes columns for TIJe 
Collegia11 
"l defmitclywanted more than just a 
science education," says Thomas J. Carroll, 
a freshman from Norri.~town , Pa. "The 
scholarship was a big draw, along with the 
chance to do research over the summer." 
Sm he also was attracted by an 
environment in which the scholars arc 
ahle to get to know faculty and students in 
a variety of fields, and in which he is 
encouraged to take courses outside the 
sciences. 
Michael N. Lack of Holtsville, N.Y .. 
who plans to major in math and computer 
science, is taking music and hopes to 
study philosophy during his UR career. "I 
want to see where my interests take me as 
I move along," the first-year student says. 
All University students have the 
opportunity to apply for summer research 
stipends, Professor .Myers says, "but with 
the Ethyls, I know these kids and work 
specifically with them from the first week 
of classes, rather than after a year or so 
when we recognize their talents 
"So they·re special in that they come in 
hungry for research opponunities. Then 
they become role models for their friend~ 
and other students who may have similar 
interests.Wewantalloursmdentstotake 
full advantage of these opportunities." 
This cross-fertilization works both 
ways, saysWest 
·'1 didn't want to go to some hig 
engineering school where you're stuck in 
one program with people with one kind 
ofintercsts," hc says. "I hang out with 
people who ha\·e similar interests and I 
hang out with non-science, non-math 
majors too. I like the broad spectrum of 
personalities." 
West says he hopes to go into business 
for himself at some stage in his career and 
the contacts and programs available at the 
University should be helpful then 
B1Jan .\lyer., 
With all four classes of Ethyl Scholars 
on campus for the first time next year, 
"we'll have a critical mass that will have an 
effect on a lot of other srndents ," says 
Vineyard. "They should elevate the entire 
science program." 
The students also are encouraged to 
present papers at conferences like the 
National Conference on (.;ndergraduate 
Research. There, thev rub shoulders with 
undergraduates fron; Hamlfd, Cal Tech, 
MIT and other top universities 
"That's a great experience," Gilfoyle 
says. "They get to see what the competi-
tion is like out there and they get to see 
how they measure up·· 
Ethyl Scholars arc among the 
University's top students who have had 
work published in scholarly journals. 
They also have made presentations at a 
variety of national conferences, Vineyard 
says. "We urge them to get involved in 
these activities ." 
"That has quite an impact on the 
students," Bowen says. "And when people 
see how good they are, it 's going to raise 
awareness of the University as a center for 
math and science students."' ii 
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Revif,ed general curriculum 
P,rov des a new focus for 
\ 
basic requirements 
By BARB/\R/\ F 
Ftlzgerakl, 
Page IG • FIEl.mOFSILUY 
"WiEN THE first-yeard:1ss 
arrived on campus this pastAugmr, they 
were greeted with a bonus that students 
entering the University of Richmond 
had not been offered in nearly 25 years: 
a new general education curriculum 
In place and WJiting were a two-
semester first-year Core Course, new 
and more stringent requirements to be 
met in the sciences, and six gcnernl 
fields of study to pursue. In addition, 
some of the new and revamped courses 
also feature a brand new style of 
teaching and learning. 
But while the revisions look exten-
sive in the catalog, the revised general 
education requirements still introduce 
students to the breadth of the liberal 
arts curriculum 
According to Or. Emma Goldman and 
Dr. J•rank Eakin, coordinators of the 
faculty committee that spent three years 
revising the curriculum, the recent 
changes represent a new approach to 
basic and traditional requirements. 
"It's the focus that's differcnt ," says 
Eakin, professor of religion and chair of 
the religion department. "The principal 
change is that we've moved away from 
focusing on department~ and disci-
plines, and we're looking instead at 
broader and interdisciplinary fields 
of study." 
While there arc still graduation 
requirements to be met in , for instance, 
historical studies and literary studies, 
the courses that fill those requirements 
no longer necessarily need be taken in 
the history and English departments. 
Eakin himself has this year created 
a course in the religion department 
to meet a literary studies require-
ment, a class, incidentally, that he 
had always wanted to teach: The 
Bible as Literature. 
"I could never figure out a way to fit 
it into the curriculum before," he says, 
~but with the new system, I WJS 
inspired to get busy and do iC 
Goldman, an associate professor of 
chemistry, considers the breaking down 
of departmental barriers on campus to be the best byproduct 
oft.he curriculum revisions 
"We have the faculty thinking in interdisciplinary terms 
now," she says. "And, even better, we have everyone around 
here thinking about courses in a new way. We're asking 
ourselves, '\'\!hat am I doing in class, and why am I doing it 
this way?'" 
WHILE SOME PARTS oftheoldcmciculum 
remain basically unchanged - language requirements, for 
instance - Goldman's own natural sciences field of study was 
drastically revised. 
"We used to require one 
year of either chemistry, phys-
ics or biology," she says, 
"which meant that 85 percent 
of the freshmen chose biol-
ogy and pretty much repeated 
what they had in high school. 
Their involvement in the learning process is much greatt:r, 
and it often starts with complex and contradictory primary 
sources. The courses are writing-intensive and heavily 
oriented toward discussion. 
Dr. Martin Ryle, professor of history and also a member of 
the committee that worked on the new curriculum, secs the 
goal as "trying to get students to discover rather than merely 
be told." 
The best ways to lead students into discovery may require 
different approaches. Ryle points to the trnditional lecture 
method of teaching as an assumption faculty members 
have queslioned. 
"J\.lany people think 
history is a dull recitation of 
fact s, names, dates, battles. 
But t.he truth is, whether in 
history or psychology or 
English, the lecture approach 
is only one way out of very 
many ways of looking at the 
facts , and is not necessarily 
the best way, at that." 
"The new requirement is 
one semester each of two 
different sciences. In 
addition, the new courses are 
narrower in their focus; they 
concentrate on how science 
is done. Now students will 
have the opportunity to 
explore two different areas of 
natural science 
WE'RE LOOKING AT 
b uadt 
Ryle says that he was in 
graduate school before he 
had the revelation that his 
chosen field, history, was as 
much a matter of interpreta· 
tion of facts as it was facts 
themselves. 
Goldman and Eakin 
explain why the new curricu-
lum was instituted: "Faculty 
members had been unhappy 
in t,ercJ,isc lipi nary 
"Since early in my reaching 
career, I've been trying to 
make that very clear to 
students by showing them 
FIELDS of S'I UDY." 
with the old system for years," 
says Eakin. "It had gotten to 
the poim that t.he way we did it by departments wasn't 
making sense. There was no rationale for it, and no cohesive-
ness in the ovcrn.11 program." 
Goldman adds:"We had also gotten too heavy in terms of 
requirements. Over the years faculty had proposed new 
courses and added them on, and part of our revision process 
was weeding things out 
"Also, more and more often we were hearing from 
students that their freshman rear here was too much like 
another year of high school. They took their math, their 
English, their history, and most of their reading was from 
textbooks rather than primary sources. 'This is just like grade 
13,' they 'd say." 
NO ONE'S SAYING IT anymore. Underthenew 
plan, students are not only still responsible for content, but 
for utilizing content as well. 
- Dr. Frank Eakin 
how historians arrive at 
history. The most beneficial 
lesson is one that provides an understanding of what it is we 
all do in our minds, in our various disciplines, when we tackle 
some issue or event or area of study." 
Dr. Scott Allison , associate professor of ps-ychology, joined 
his colleagues in redesigning the introductory psychology 
course to meet the ;_social analysis~ field of studies require-
ment . The faculty have not been disappointed in the results. 
After a year of teaching under the nL'W guidelines, Allison 
says,~This has really brought a new excitement to the 
classroom. Students had gotten so smart that it was an insult 
to have them memorize what we said and regurgitate it back 
touson tests. 
"Now we've designed a course that assumes they read and 
know the material; then we ask them to think critically and 
analytically about that knowledge. 
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Former proficiency 
and distributional requirements 







Mathematics and computer science 3 or 6 
Ot1e200·le••elcourse,two 100-leiel 
courscs,orMachematics212(Calculusll) 
Humanities and fine arts 
Humanities(history,philosophy,reUgion 





Language and literature 
SelcctedfromEngUsh,classics. 









Four semester hours 
Maximum number of credits 
l':igc 18 • FIELDS 01' ST UDY 
non-credit 
56 
New general education requirements 
h,•gim1i11g i11f,,t/ 1994 
l)·pe of requirement 
Core Course (2 s..111esters) Fundamental 
issuesofhumanexpericncce.~amined 
throughtextsfrorndifferenlcuhures, 







































Ma."t:imum number of credits 46 
"In the case of psychology,and in other fields of study as 
well, they'll be using what they learn to explore real world 
problems. For instance, we might look at why boys seem to 
hit more than girls, or why girls seem co cry more often than 
boys. Or what caused the L.A. riots ." 
To teach students to think within the discipline, the 
department"s new and revised course is being team-taught. "If 
we're studying human emotions, for instance," says AJlison, 
"we bring in three differem faculty members with three 
different areas of expertise to teach the subject fro m various 
perspectives. 
"The social psychologist is interested in the influence of 
society on emotions, what society would consider an appro. 
priate display. The devclop-
mrntal psychologist might 
explore how children acquire 
appoint a new committee to continue to study the matter. So 
all this has been done under a faculty mandate." 
And under an administrative mandate as well. Leary points 
out that the University's new strategic plan, soon to be 
unveiled, includes frequent references to "engagement 
in learning." 
"With the revised curriculum," says Leary, "the students are 
much more engaged. There will be no more silent partners 
here. When they're not just sitting taking notes, education 
becomes a much more interactive process." 
"The faculty are to be commended highly," the dean says, 
"for a lot of effort on this new curriculum. A number of 
people have served on the curriculum committee over time. 
They've held workshops, 
breakfast meetings, and 
afternoon meetings. The 
a sense of appropriate 
emotional responses. Thrn 
the neuroscientist comes in 
and sheds light on neuro. 
chemical bases of emotions. 
"With the revised 
curriculum, the 
discussions were spirited. 
The result is definitely a 
challenge pedagogically, but 
the changes will result in a 
tighter academic community." 
"What the student very 
quickly learns is that there are 
a variety of different ways 
within psychology to explore 
the answer to scientific 
questions. Learning then 
becomes a process rather 




A 28-YEAR veteran of 
that communily, professor of 
English Dr. Irby Brown, R'54, 
is already seeing that effect. 
"This approach provides a 
focus ," he says, "something 
coherent that a whole 
community can build upon. Allison is quick co point 
out that content has certainly 
not been tossed aside, though. 
Education 
b ecomes a muc h more 
"Many of us were already 
engaged in revising our 
courses on our own terms 
anyway. I have been, and 
while I didn't revise mine to 
meet the field of studies 
"We still require students 
to know the content of 
INTERACTIVE process.' 
psychology. In the old 
system of teaching introduc-
tory psych, we would merely 
~Ddlm d tawJ 
teach facts and theories and principles, and test how well the 
students could memorize those things. 
"With the new upgraded course, we still expect them to 
know those theories and principles, but to the end of seeing 
how scientists and psychologists tackle questions, approach 
problems and find answers. 
"These are the sorts of skills they can use whether they go 
to graduate school or into the business world." 
DR. DAVIDE, LEARY, deanofartsandsciences, 
has watched the evolution of the new curriculum from the 
very day he arrived on campus in the spring of 1989, when he 
was offered the position he now holds 
"That happened to be the day the faculty voted down the 
last proposal for curriculum changes," he recalls. "But at the 
same time that plan was defeated, a motion was passed to 
guidelines, I feel a pan of this 
change and am enthusiastic about it. 
"A university is not a sacrosanct institution ," says Brown, 
~not untouchable. These changes have actually been decades 
in coming. 
"I believe that this proposal passed where others have 
fa iled because there is now a general movement in education 
toward cross disciplines. And there's also a lot of new blood 
on the faculty trained from graduate school to approach 
learning in new ways. 
"lt"s certainly increasingly important for a university to 
function as a part of the social and political climate. The good 
thing here is that we're not all being driven in any one narro,v 
direction. There is still plenty of room for alternative con-
cepts, and it 's always healthy when you can approach teaching 
and learning with new goals and from differing perspectives." 
.. 
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EVENING COMES, and the campus is bustling. 
As twilight falls across the campus and 
many University t:mployccs depart, 
parking lots rapidly fill with cars from 
around the Richmond area. Students of all 
ages have come to the Uni\'ersity after a 
full workday to ancnd night classes. 
Many generations are represented in 
the classrooms. Classes are taught by 75 
faculty members who have: careers in the 
metropolitan area 01her than teaching: 
business, industry, law. 
The University's evening program, a 
part of what has been known for years as 
University College - UR's continuing 
education division - is undergoing a 
transformation 
This fall the school got both a new 
name and a new dean . 
The new dean, Dr.James Narduz.zi, 
was named last summer upon the 
retirement of long-time former dean 
Dr. Max Gr.u:bcr. 
Narduzzi came to UR from the 
University of Hartford in Connecticut, 
where he had been associate academic 
dean and assistant vice president for 
university programs and confen:nces. He 
has 15 years' experience in continuing 
education at the University of Hanford and 
at American University in Washington, D.C. 
Narduzzi holds a bachelor's degree in 
political science from Miami Uni\'ersity in 
Ohio, and a master's degree and Ph.D. in 
political science from American Univer· 
sity. He is the author of numerous 
publications and journal articles about 
continuing education and international 
education. 
Not long after he arrived in August, the 
name of University College was changed 
to the School of Continuing Studies. 
Narduzzi is pleased with the new name. 
"I think it more accurately describes 
our place in a national network of lifelong 
learners ," he says. "The new name also 
symbolizes the University's renewed 
commitment to serving the Richmond 
community." 
In addition , Narduzzi points out, the 
new name is consistent with the other 
divisions of the University. Academic 
di\'isions are known as "schools": the 
School of Arts and Sciences, the E. 
Claiborne Robins School of Business, the 
TC.Williams School of Law and the 
Jepson School of Leadership Studies 
On the other hand, 1he two coordina1e 
"colleges," Richmond College for men and 
Westhampton College for women, are 
residential in nature. Their purpose is to 
integrate various forms of learning along 
with social and residential life. 
In this setting, Narduzzi says, "'Uni\·er-
sity College' is really an academic school 
and should be referred to as such ." 
"111e School of Continuing Studies 
includes several divisions. One is the 
evening school, which offers certificate 
progrJms as well as associate and 
baccalaureate degrees. 
There arc also the summer school, a 
partnership with the other academic 
divisions of the University, which provide 
the faculty and the curriculum; and the 
special programs division, which offers 
non--crcdit courses such as oriental arts, 
financial planning and English-as-a-Second-
Language for teachers 
Narduzzi is especially interested in 
expanding the offerings in the special 
program area. "I would like to see us plan 
more programs for greater learning across 
the life cycle. That would include courses 
designed for children and senior adults," 
he says 
Such changes would increase the 
already large pool of potential students in 
the Richmond area. Since its inception, 
the continuing education division has 
attracted nontraditional students: those 
wi1h full-time jobs and often fami lies 
as well. 
The University has fulfilled their 
special needs by offering the courses and 
schedules they need, as well as the 
generous resources available to all 
undergrJduates 
Alumnus Robert Staples, C'72 and 
chair of the University College Annual 
Fund, was one of those working students 
who was unable to attend a traditional 
college. 
"University College seemed to fit what 
I needed." he says. "It really was a grand 
opportunity for someone like me who 
needed to work while going to school." 
Staples enrolled in University College 
after transferring from a two-year school 
elsewhere in Virginia. Now director of 
human resources for Eskimo Pie, he 
explains his choice. 
"i\ly dad worked in public education 
throughout Virginia, and he knew Ed 
Merrick, UR's former head football coach. 
Ed suggested to my dad that I should 
consider transferring to University College." 
Staples came for a visit and liked what 
he saw. He enrolled shortly thereafter at 
the school, then located in downtown 
Richmond. 
"We referred to it as 'UCU.' -
University College at Lombardy Avenue -
since that 's where manv of our classes 
were held," he says · 
Staples also attended classes in the old 
Second Baptist Church building located at 
Foushee and Adams streets. "A tobacco 
plant was nearby, and we would sit in 
class and smell tobacco wafting through 
1he windows," he says, laughing. 
While earning his bachelor of 
commerce degree, Staples held a full-time 
job with the state Alcoholic Beverage 
Control Department. "I needed to spend 
my days working so that I could pay for 
my education," Staples says. 
Like many nontraditional students, he 
was very disciplined. He often took four 
courses per semester - one class per 
weeknight. "My job called for a day off 
during the week," he says. "That way I 
could study for a test or write a paper 
when I needed 10, but I would have liked 
more study time." 
As University College, the school has 
been providing quality educational 
programs to Richmond-area students like 
Staples for decades. 
It shares its origins with those of what 
is now the E. Claiborne Robins School of 
Business, dating back to the organization 
in 1924 of the Evening School of Business 
Administration , an omgrowth of the 
Richmond College department of 
economics and applied economics. One 
of the evening school 's early directors was 
Dr. George M. Modlin, who came to the 
Uni\'crsityin 1938. 
When Modlin became president of the 
Uni\'ersiry in 1946, he and the new 
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evening school dean, Dr. F. Byers Miller, 
worked together to plan establishment of 
a full-scale school of business administra-
tion asa new division of the University. 
When that happened in 1949, both day 
and evening business classes were 
combined in the new school. 
employees like Carolyn Martin, C'86 and 
UR's director of university services. Still, 
she insists that there were other factors 
that influenced her decision to enroll at 
University College in 1977, while working 
in the office of then-president Dr. E. 
Bruce Heilman 
force for alumni affairs and is a past 
president of the Spider Club. 
"When I was a student, I didn't have 
time for sports," says Staples. "But now my 
wife and son and I rarely miss a game: 
To prove his point, he tells a story 
from early in his career. "The company I 
Then in 1962, 
the evening school 
portion was 
separated from the 
School of Business 
Administration to 
form the nucleus of 
University College, 
and Dr. Martin L 
Shotzberger was 
named its dean. He 
was succeeded in 
1968 by Dr.James 
A. Moncure, the 
first dean without a 
business back-
ground to head 
Uni\"ersity College. 
"'===~~~--~=~~=~~~~~~~~~~ ;:st:;:!forat 
As there were 
needs, the division 




consisted of the 
Studies, and the Institute for Business and 
Community De\"clopment (now the 
Management Institute) 
Dr. Max Graeber was named dean of 
thc newly organized division and served 
in that position until his retirement earlier 
this year. Under his leadership, the 
women's programs became the basis for 
what soon became the \'('omen's Resource 
Center (see box, p. 23) 
In its earlier years, University College 
was located on two campuses in down-
town Richmond. As part of the reorgani-
zation of 1974, University College 
physically moved co 1he University·s 
Westhampton campus. 
This movc marked the first time since 
1834,except for a five-year period during 
the Civil War, that the University had not 
had a physical presence in the heart of the 
City of Richmond. 
But the move made the school 
especially convenient for Uniwrsity 
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"There was a sense of quality here, in 
addition to convenience and safety," 
J\fartin says. "I knew that I was guaranteed 
personal attention because of smaller class 
size. For those reasons, I jusl felt that I 
would have a bener experience at 
University College ." 
Although his situation was different 
from Martin's,Staplcs agrees with her 
assessment about the quality of the 
education thev received. 
"One of thC best things about taking 
classes through University College was the 
faculty members," says Staples. "Many of 
our teachers had careers other than 
teaching. and they had the benefit of real-
world experience. That proved very 
helpful come." 
Staples' in\'olvement with the 
University of Richmond did not end with 
his graduation . He served on the task 
downsizing. I was 
offered a transfer 




chose to take some 
time off to spend 
with his son 
instead. · 1 told 
them, 'I have 
season tickets to 




chuckling at the 
memory. 
It is alumni like 
Robert Staples and 
Carolyn Martin 
that Dean Narduzzi 
______ ~~P:!!o~;~~s~t~~g 
strategy for the School of Continuing 
Studies. "Alumni and faculty will be the 
key to gcning our message out to people," 
he says. 
While in a similar position at the 
University of Hartford, Narduzzi con-
ducted a \'cry successful marketing 
campaign designed to broaden participa-
tion from the community in that school's 
continuing education program. 
He plans to do the same thing here. 
"My hope is that we can do a better job of 
communicac-ing the quality of our 
programs, the excellence of our faculty 
and the successes of our alumni to the 
community," Narduzzi says. 
University provost Dr. Zeddie Bowen 
says Narduzzi has "an excellent reputation 
as a creative continuing education dean 
and has valuable experience in many 
different areas of education." Specifically, 
Bowen says Narduzzi has been involved in 
"the kinds of programs we want to 
develop at UR, such as international 
education and community outreach." 
Elizabeth S. Scott, adjunct faculty 
member of the School of Continuing 
Studies and a member of the search 
committee that selected Narduzzi, 
describes him as "a bridge builder -
someone who has experience in creating 
a program out of diverse clements. 
"Dr. Narduzzi knows what it 's like to 
handle a great variety of programs such as 
those that are a part of the school here." 
Potential students in the Richmond 
area have many choices when it comes to 
continuing education 
"UR is sometimes perceived as not 
very accessible," Narduzzi says. "The 
truth is that we are a quality choice, 
offering better value for students in the 
Richmond area." 
telecommunications for tbe campus. 
Narduzzi points to the campus's 
beauty, comenience and the low tuition 
rate as just some of the school 's advan-
tages over its competitors. Specifically, he 
mentions that the tuition r.ite is S6 Jcss 
per course than VCU's and free parking 
is available. 
"For a number of reasons, this is the 
most exciting time to be involved in 
continuing education," he says. "First, the 
current economy demands educating and 
retraining employees. In addition, we are 
living in a society that values lifelong 
learning. And finally, many major 
institutions such as UR want linkages with 
their communitv. 
"UR's Schooi of Continuing Studies can 
provide all those things." iij 
GROWTH OF THE WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER 
DR. MAX GRAEBER ludbeen 
dean of University College for only a year 
when he realiz<d something would ha"' 
to be done about the women's progmns 
the college offered, 
Very high enrollmm1 in sevctal 
specially designed courses for women in 
1974 and l97S set1llCd 10 indicate a new 
area of need in continuing education. 
Responding to that need, Dean 
Gtacber may have b«n more forward-
looking than he realized when,in 197S. 
he called togedter a committee to da-elop 
a women's programs component of 
Univers;ty Colkge, 
Early on, the committee recom-
Brown,a researcher who 
year the number of women served 
jumped from IS7to 1.149. In 1976,the 
women's programs became the·Women's 
R.csourceCcnter.~ 
For the Women's Resource Center, 
Graeber and Brown were the right leaders 
at the right time. 
Betty Ann Allen Dillon, \f"48 and G'49 
Gr.id>crhad been recognized as a 
pragmatic administrator who used 
community advisory boan:b effecth'dy to 
implemeru new ideas. He says of Brown, 
whom he hired, that her"ability to work 
with people and her crellivity in develop-
ing programs for women were a ,'ital force 
in the growth of the Women's Resoutet 
Center," 
OVer the past 18 years, the Women's 
RC50un:e Center has evolved into a place 
where last year more than 6.000 commu--
nity individuals were served with more 
than 49 courses in the an:uof catter and 
personal development. 
Courses and seminars cover such 
lopks a, job ,earch, profe,sion,l d<,clop-
mcnt, le,de"1!ip skills, life """"'ll"ffl 
and personal growth issues. As it has 
evolved, the center has become a model 
for a number of similar centers across the 
nation, though it remains one of the latgeSl 
university-based centers. 
The center continues the University's 
emphasis on women's is.fflCS. 
Dr. Zeddie Bowen, the University's 
provost, believes the center complements 
programs such as Women's Studies in the 
undergraduate school and Will (Women 
Involved in Uving & Lc:aming),aco, 
curricular offering of Westhampton 
College, 
Today under ks cwmu dkector. ltt 
Bram:11,lheWomen's 11<,oorce Ceottrb 
on«againn:assea,gltsceotnl_, 
to save community women - and men 
-aslheyseckwaystod<fineand 
adlicvt their lndh>idual personalgoals 
Brandl hell<w:s Ille _.er will 
cootlnue1oduivetothedc5"'Clhatkb 
responsive IO !he cq,macd need, of 










sees a bright furure tor the cuu« 
Shebdle,cslhatl'lrylllsllrownwas 
quite accurate in bt'r observation that 
"whenever it has facilitated or ecabled a 
woman to conn«t with berown 
resoum:s ii has been of deep and lasting 
value •.•. After all, the center was 
founded 6>r that indMdual woman who 
must evenrually diseovtt the resource 
center within bersdf.~ 
For more infunnation about 
the Women's Resource Center, can 
(804) 2893)20, • 
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The surprises of collagen 
Tilisnewsection 
has been created to 
cover stories of 
academic inquiry by 
faculty and students 
Dr.Roni Kingsley 
Dis(:over1esarereallv 
exciting when you find out 
just the opposite of what 
you expect to find 
Dr.Roni).Kingsley, 
associate professor of 
biology.shared that 
scientific excitement with 
her students when they 
became the first research• 
erstodiscovercollagenin 
theskeletalstructuresofa 
species of octocoral they 
were studying. They 
v.·ereevenmoresurpriscd 




collagen in the spicules of 
octocoral specimens she 
had co!lected in Nonh 
Carolina and South 
Carolina as a \isiting 
researchassodateatthe 
Dental Research Center at 
the University of Nonh 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Col!agenisfoundin 
abundanceinchccalcium 
phosphate of bones and 
teeth of human beings and 
othcrvertebratcs, butno 
one had ever found any in 
the calcium carbonate 
structures of invertebrates 
befort. 
Kingsley and her 
smdents - she is working 
with about five now -
alreadvhavediscovercd 
physic;logicalchangesin 
the octocorals, which may 
c.xplainthescasonal 
changes in collagen levels 
They also have found 
newcclltypcsinthis 




The octocoral, an animal 
rclatedtotheseaanemone, 
actuallvlooksmorclikea 
plant. ·one specimen in 
Kingsley's office looks like 
afan,anotherlikeawhip 
They come in yellow, 
purple,orangeandwhite 




Kingsley can keep colonies 
alive for about a month 
usingstrongpumps,sothat 
sheandherstudentscan 
conduct experiment~ on 
living specimens 
She and students take 
summer field trips to the 
Ouke Marine ~boratorv to 
collect specimens to bring 
back to campus to conduct 
experiments and to study 




as"excellent. .. very 
motivated,verybright." In 
fact. "manyofthem 




summer research funds and 
Undergraduate Rese-Jrch 
Apprrnticeshipfunds 
Kingsley has received 
severalgrants,includinga 
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thrce-yearXationalScicnce 
Foundation gram in 1992 
for$127,153tostudythe 
"SeasonalTurnoverof 
Organic Matrix Collagen in 
OctocoralSpicu!cs." 
Sptwlt! emer;;fngfrom 
a sdaoblasl, 1/Je ~-piwle· 
jonnlngce/1 
l.ikeherURcolleagues 
she belie\·es in "hands on" 
experience for students, 
doingscienceasameans 
oflearnf11gsciencc. 
Kingsley and her 
students have co-authored 
papers and made presenta-
tions together. One of 
Kingsley's S(:holarly anides 
was published in 1993 in 
theprestigiousjournal,Ce/l 
and "/'issue Research, with 
).L Dupree, G"92, a former 
student of hers at UR who 
isnowagraduatestudent 
at the Medical College of 
Virginia 
Kingsley says the 
rescarchsheandher 
students are doing may 
help explain the ernlution 
ofmineralizationin 
venebrntes and im-ene-
brates. It also may 
help c.xplain how all 
organisms calcify and add 
to the understanding of 
human bone and teeth 
calcification 





Dr.James A. Davis' current 
research project looks like 
nothingmorethanrowsof 
tiny numbers scribbled on 
a legal pad. Butthe 
associate professor of 
mathematics and computer 
sc1encescesitali1t!c 
differently 
"I find it aesthetically 
plcasingtosceamath-
ematicalstructurecome 
togcther,"hesays. "I almost 
lookatitlikesomeonc 
would look at a beautiful 
painting." 
Da\is'rowsofscribbled 
numbers arc pan of his 
work to prove - or 
disprove - theorrms 
about discrete mathemat-
ics, the branch of math· 
ematicsconcernedwith 
finite numbers of objects 
'lhepagesofhandv.'fitten 
numbers help him discover 
mathematical patterns, 
build structures and write 
codes using gcumetry. 
Ina larger sense, 
Davis is searching for 





discover bits and pieces of 
how intricate things arc." 
But Da,is'research aL~o 
has a practical application 
The structures and 
patterns that Davis 
discoversareusedinthe 
digital transmission of 
signals,suchasphotographs 
scritbackfromspace 
Davis' codes are used to 
scndthosesignals,sothat 
if errors occur during 
trnnsmission, messages can 






"I got into mathematics 
because I found it bcauti 
ful,"Davissays."Butl'm 
fascinated with the idea 
that something I pursued 






England, and an expert on 
practical applications for 
di<;crctemathematics, has 
cometotheUniYersityco 
collaborate v.ith Davis 
Davis andJcdwab began 
v.-orkingtogetherseveral 
yearsagousinge-mail,and 








presented a paper on 
"Codes and Designs· at the 




The weekend event, 
which drew abom 200 
mathematicians from 
acrossthecountry,wasa 
first for UR. The comple-
tion of Jepson Hall, where 
the mathematics and 
computer department is 
located, gave the depart-






reduce everything to 
numbers and formulas . 
"The more I look into 
mathem.1tics, the more 
orderlsccintheuniverse," 
Davis says. "I think there 
was an intelligent being 
behind all that. I'm trying 
to get glimpses by the work 
1 do as to who that God 
might be." 
• Mary Helen Freden'ck 
Age-related memory changes 
Most people think misplac-
ing one's car keys and 
forgetting to tum off the 
coffeepotarcaninevitable 
part of aging 
Not Dr.Jane M. Rcrry. 
The assistant professor 
of psychology wants to 
find out why many older 
people are forgetful ,and 
through her research, 
hopes to discover ways to 
help them. 
Berry is an expert on 
memory and aging, a field 




negative changes that 
occur with memory in old 
age," shesays 
uscdinclinicalprogramsto 
teach older people how to 
improve 1hcir memories. 
"Whenolderadultsaretold 
to remember something, 
anxiety may get in the way; 
she says. "They may start to 
amid memory-<iemanding 
situations ." And older 
adultsmust "uscitorlosc 
it ," shcsays. 
Students, who test 
subjects,arcakcypartof 
Berry's research. "I 
couldn't do mv research 
without them ,~ she says 






In this new section, 
the University salutes 
those in its community 






Cornbread and Maggots 
- Clo a k a nd Dagger; 
Unio n Prisoners and 
Sp ies in Civil War 
presentations ruchm o nd 
For Berry,t;:~ ~~~:sit; BY DAVID D. RYAN, R'66 
after four years Dietz Press, 1993 is the confi-
dence people 

















belie\·e they have a good 
memory perform better on 
memory tests than people 
who don't 
flcm,'srescarchfocuscs 
on the effect that confi-
dence - what she calls 
"memorysclf-cfficacy· -
hasonthetimeandenergy, 
or effort , that people put 
into remembering. 
Her studies show that 
subjectswhobelie\'ethey 
have good memories spend 
morctimestudyinglistsof 
words for memory tests, 
and as a result perform 
better. People who ha,·e 
less self-confidence in their 
memork-s <.,.,;pend less 
effort and perform worse 
That may sound like 
common sense, Berrr says, 
but "it needs to be demon-
strated empiricallrOCforc it 
can be used ." 
ResultsfromBerry·s 





she says. "I would not be as 
good a researcher as I am 
without the hours spent in 
the classroom. And my 
research really informs my 
teaching." 
As she continues to 
delve further into memory 
andaging,shewantsto · 
look at a wider range of 
adults,includingthe!ittle-
studied middle-aged 
population. She also hopes 
tobringinolderadultsas 
consultant~ 
"I really think older 
adultsha,·ealotofwis-
dom; she says. "And we 
can<lrnwontheirvast 
experiences to inform our 
research and teaching 
efforts." 
• .\!my Helen Frrden'ck 
Ryan 's seventh history 
book, Combret1d t1ntl 
Maggots - Cloak t1nd 
Dagger is the story of the 
trials and tribulations of 
over 100,000 Union 
soldiers imprisoned in 
Richmond during the Civil 
War,andthestoryofthc 
300 Union spies who aided 
the prisoners 
The book also includes a 
list of over 775 Union 
soldiers who died in 
Richmondprisons,anda 
list of the 103officerswho 
escaped by tunnel from 
UbbyPrisoninl864. 
Ryan is a free-lance 
writer. • 
General J o hn 
PegramC.S.A. 
DR.WALTER S. GRJGGS 
JR.,R'63 AND L'66 
H.E. HOU'Clrd l11c., 1993 
ThislxK)ktellsthetragic 
story of the Virginia-born 
and West Point-educated 
Pegram, a young Chil War 
commander whose 
courtship and marriage to 
the beautiful Hetty Cary 
was symbolic of the human 
trage<lyofthewar. 
The book, published as 
one of"The Virginia Civil 
War Battles and Leaders 
Scries," wasafamily 
project; Franccs Pitchford 
Griggs, W"63, did the 
editing and proofreading 
and daughter Cara,AW'98, 
typed the manuscript. 





BY DR. CARLA WAAI., 
W'53 
Southern Illinois 
U11imrsity Press, 1990 
Published in Sweden 
/11 1993 
TI1efirstbiographyin 











three-rear marriage with 
Strindberg. It also record~ 
thchistoryofcarlySwedish 
filmmakingandfour 
decades of Swedish 
theatre 
Waal, anactress, din:ctor 
andauthor, isprofcssor 
emeritusoftheatreatthe 
University of Missouri, 
Columhia. 
-The Ke ku!C ruddlc: A 
Challenge for Chemists 
and Psycho logists 
Edited by DR.JOHN H. 
WOTJZ, R'43 
Cache Rit•er Press, 1993 
Formostofthe20th 
ccntury,Gcrmanscientist 
August Kekult': has been 
creditedv.iththebirthof 
modern organic chemistry 
afterheconceivedofthe 
bem:ene ring structure ina 
drcam.Tilisrcvisionist 
book examines whether 
KekulCmcritsthatrcputa-
tion and whether the 
Kekult' legend is an 
accuratestoryofcrcati\'e 
problem-solving by the 
unconscious 
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Wotiz,profcssor 
emeritus in the department 
of chemistry at Southern 
lllinoisUnivcrsity,ispast 
editor of the journal of 
Chemical Educatio11 
column, 'The Story Behind 
the Story." He also.is 
rccipitmoftheinternk 
tional Dexter Award for 
outstanding contributions 
to the history of chemistry 
-Our Baptist Tradition 
DR. WILLI.AM P. TUCK, 
R'57 MmH'77 
Smith & Hc!U'ys, 1993 
Social Problems: The 
Search for Solutions 
DR. FRANK KURT CYLKE 
JR., R"85 
Ro.r:h11ry Press, 1994 
His second book 
provides an alternative to 
theidl'athatsociologists 
only study the problems 
and have no solutions. It 
also challenges student~ to 
become involved in their 
community and country 
andtotakcpolitkal 
responsibility in the 
process of social change 
and problem n:mediation 
Cylkeisassistant 
professor of sociology at 
the State University of New 
York at Geneseo. 
als develop their personal 
image. 
The book provides help 




those with international 
careers 
Gravalwischairofthe 
department of corporate 
communications at 
Montgomery College in 
Maryland. • 
f i\c::_lJLTY BOOKS 
An American Chal-
lenge: A Report on 
Economic Trends and 
Soclallssuesin 
In his sixth h<K>k,Tuck 
hclpsthcrcadcrundcr-
standthehistorical 
heritage of Baptists over 
the centuries. 
• Appalachia 
Aware that many people 
are unfamiliar with this 
lcgacy, heexplainsthat 
Baptists are anon-creedal 




religious liberty, autonomy 
and vitality of the local 
church, and priesth(Kxi of 
belie,·crs. 
Now pastor of the First 
Baptist Church in 
Lumberton, N.C.,Tuck had 
previously served IO years 
as pastor of St. Matth<-ws 
BaptistChurchinLouis-
ville, Ky.,andfiveyearsasa 
professor at the Southern 
Baptist Theological 
Seminary. 
Religion and Cultural 
Freedom 
OR. E.M.ADA.\IS, R"41, 
G'44 AND H'92 
In his 11 th book,Adams 
presents a study in the 
nature and function of 
rcligioninlifcandculturc 
lie also examines how 
religion can achieve 
cultural coherence and 
intellectual respectability 
inaculturethatisheld 
accountable to ongoing 
experience and critical 
thought 
Adams is Kenan Distin-
guished Professor of 
Philosophy, emeritus, at 
The Environment 
• theUnh'ersityofNorth 





DR. FRANK KURT CVI.KF. 




book to be lised in Intro-
duction to Sociology 
courses dealing with the 
sociology of environmental 
problems. 
The book traces the 







lished at UNC in 1992 after 
his retirement. 
The Winning Image: 
Present Yourself with 
Confidence and Style 
for Career Success 
JAMES C. GRAY JR., R'69 
A,\1AC01\'. 1993 
A successful profes-
sional image depends on 
total presentation skills, 
believes Gray, who is 
founderandheadofMedia 
Impact,aconsultingfirm 
specializing in helping 
executives and profession-
DR. RICHARD A. COUTO, 




Couto describes and 
analyzes economic trends 
and social issues within 
Appalachia, while relating 
those regional issues to 
national issues. TI1ereport 
originated with the 
Commission on Religion in 
Appalachia. • 
Apocalyptic Realism: 
The Science Fiction of 
Arkady and Boris 
Strugatsky 
DR. YV0:'1/NE HOWELL, 
assistant professor of 
Russian 
The book is a study of 
philosophical, religious 
and intellectual culture in 
the Russian scientific 




been Russia's most popular 
science fiction writers 






DR. MICHAEL D,WJSON, 
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of Randy Breck er, who has 
influenced jazz, R&B and 
rock fur over two decades. 
His trumpet and flugelhom 
performances are recorded 
on hundred~ of albums by a 
v.iderangcofanists. 
Davisonisateachcrand 
performer ofb<llh classical 
andja7.J:trum1xt. 
-From Civilization to 
Seb>regation: Social 
Ideals and Social 
Control in Southern 
Rhodesia, 1890-1934 
DR. CAROL Sinl\\Ell\ 
assistant professor of 
history 
Ohio Univer.;ity Press, 
199-1 
medieval India. In her 
vkw, the Tantric theory 
promotes an ideal of 
cooperative, mutually 
libcrativcn:lationships 
between women and men, 
,vhileencouragingasense 
ofrclianceonwomcnasa 
source of spiritual insight 
andpower. • 
The Reptiles of Virginia 












aftcnhc arrival of the catalog of the 
British South Africa reptiles of Virginia. from 
Company in the 1890s. the sea tunics of the 
Summers' work focuses on Atlantic coast to the 
interactions among snakes, turtles and lizards 
settlers, British official~, of the Piedmont and Blue 
humanitarian groups in Ridge .\fountains. 
Britain and groups of ln addition to informa-
Africans • tion about individual 
species,thebookalso 
International Account-
ing: A Case Approach 
Co-authored bv 
DR.JAME~ A. S<;IIWEIK.ART, 
associate professor of 
accounting 
McG'raw-Hill l11c., 1994 
e<plores the human impact 
on their natural habitats. 
There is also a chapter on 
snakebites and their 
prevention. 
-Shakespeare Films in 
the Classroom: A 
Descriptive Guide 
BY DR. JOSEPHI~E 
MCMURTRY, professor of 
English 
Arcbon Books, 1994 
Designed for teachers 
who want to use films to 
supplement study of 




of Glasgow present 39 
cases in international 
accounting, auditingand 
taxation. The cases were 
contributed by scholars 











faithfulness to the texts, 
MIRA.'IDA SHAW,assistant 
professor of religion 
Shaw argues that 
women were outspoken 
and independent founders 
of theTantric movemem, 
whidi was tl1c crowning 
cultural achievement of 
their strengths and 
weaknesses from a literary 




T HE ARTS 
* Betty Schafers Gladstone, W'53, had~ 
exhibition of her work at the National Cathedral m 
Washington, D.C., and another show at the Cambron-
Black Gallery in Beaufort, N.C 
Her special interest is limrgical painting;one of her 
works includes a set of 14 fresco-like paintings accom-
panied by contemplative writings. She has an art 
studio, "Adriel," in Morehead City, N.C. 
ATHLETICS 
* Louis F. "Weenie" Miller, R'47, was inducted 
into the Virginia Athletic Hall of Fame in Portsmouth.Va 
Miller was recognized for his decades of invo!ve-
mem in Virginia athletics, most recently as director of 
athletics at Hampden-Sydney College, where he led 
1he basketball teJm 10 the NCAA Di\ision III Sweet 
Sixteen for the first time and the baseball team to its 
first NCAA bid. 
He had served 11:tmpden-Sydney as baseball and 
basketh'Jll coach in the 19;0s, and had held coaching 
positions also at Washington & Lee College and at 
Virginia Military Institute. In 1964, his VMI basketball 
team made it to the NCAA tournament. 
For a period of 18 years, he served in personnel 
work with Burlington Industries befort returning to 
athletics in 1986. He also was a radio announcer for 
the VMI spons network. 
EDUCATION 
* Dr. W. Christian Sizemore, R'6o, has been 
named president ofWiUiam Jewell College in Liberty, 
Mo., after scn·ing as president of Alderson-Broaddus 
College in Philippi, W.Va., for 11 years. 
During his presidency,Alderson-Broaddus experi-
enced a five-fold increase in endowment and significant 
enrollment increases. Sizemore also led the college to 
develop the nation's firi;t post-baccalaureate phrsi-
cians· assistant master"s degree program and to 
computerize the campus 
Earlier,Sizemore scn·e<l at South Georgia College 
for 17 years, including positions as librarian, professor, 
dean and finallv acting president for a year. 
His wife, ~e Mills Sizemore, W'61, has had 
multiple careers. She has taught both mathematics and 
journalism at the college lcvcl,has scrwd as a college 
news writer and has had numerous church and civic 
responsibilities. 
* Dr. Patricia Shands Neidhardt, W'67, was 
one of 150 secondary school educators from 25 states 
who last spring received Milken Family Foundation 
National Educator Awards of $25,000 each. 
Neidhardt, like the other recipients, had no idea she 
was even being consi<lcred for the awanl because there 
is neither an application process nor a nomination 
procedure. Recipients are selected anonymously by 
Patricia Shands Neidhardt 
Tommy8aer 
committees appointed by each participating state·s 
department of education. 
The purpose of such a major financial award, 
according to the Milken Family Foundation, is 
celebrate exemplary educators and to heighten 
public recognition and appreciation of the teaching 
profession. 
Neidhardt teaches environmental science and 
marine biology at Broad neck Senior High School in 
Annapolis, Md 
MEDICINE 
* Dr. Alton R. Sharpe Jr., R'49, president of 
Thyroid Specialists Inc. in Richmond, received the 
Distinguished Medical Faculty Awanl from the ,\ledical 
College ofVirginia Alumni Association in April 1994. 
He had sen'ed on the MCV faculty for 35 years as 
professor of radiology and medicine, and was chair-
man of the division of nuclear medicine from 1%7 
to 1982 
Earlier,he had received the Charles caravati 
Outstanding Alumnus Service A wan! from the i\1CV 
Alumni Association in 1990. In 1991 he was awarded 
first prize for sdemific exhibits at the annual meeting 
of the Medical Society ofVu-ginia for an exhibit on 
thyroid function 
RELIGION 
* Tommy P. Baer, R'60, was elected in August 
as the international president ofB"nai B'rith, the 
world's oldest and largest Jewish service organization, 
with representation in 54 countries. Baer says his 
priorities during his twiryear term will be improving 
black-Jewish relations and working for peace between 
Arnbsandlsraelis 
Haer has served in other leadership positions with 
B'nai B"rith, including rccem terms as international 
senior vice president and as co-chairman of B"nai 
B"rith's Center for Jewish Family Lift. He also has been 
chairman of the Richmond Jewish Federation·s 
community relations council and president of his 
synagogue. 
B.1er is a panner in the law firm ofcanfidd, Moore, 
Shapiro, Sease and Haer, and he also is on the State 
Council ofHigher Education for Virginia. 
SOCIAL WORK 
* Gerald Bowman, R'76, a clinical social 
worker with the lmemationaler Bund fiir Sozialarbeit 
in .\lunich, Germany, was elected president of the 
international chapter of the National Association of 
Social\'\1orkers. 
In addition, he has a small private practice. He first 
went to Germany in 1988 to accept a position as a 
clinical social worker with the U.S. Department of 
theArmy. 




Alumni OJ!iceheforej1dy 15, 
1994. News received after that 
rk11e will be included in the 



















grandchildren and lives in 
Clark5ton , Ga 






president and general 
underwriting counsel at 







wife , Fran,liwinBayouct 
Point , Fla.AfterSOyears,he 
hadthepleasureofrenewing 
hisfriendshipwithSigF.p 
brother Willard Burton, 
R"43,andhiswife,Anabellc, 
whovisitcdtheminFlorida 







Sewn members of the 1897 football sq11ud piayf:d In the first meeting between 





































































pa~!oral care at the Good 
Samaritan Hospice in Hoanoke. 
llcrcccivcdamastcrofdiYinity 
degreefromSouthC'astem 








































M., l'reston Nuttal ,R"62,was 
promotcdtomanagingtlirector 









American Bar Foundation. 
Dr.Jacob Van Bowen Jr., 
R"64 , isapartnerin 
QualityPlus,a101alqualily 
management rnn~ulting finn in 
Richmond. 
Dr.J.DeckerFrazer,R"64 , 







the law flnn Panen, Worn om & 














W. Townes l.eaJr., 11."65, was 
promoted to as>istanl vice 
prcsidcntof&ott& 
Stringfellow.Jlehasbeenan 




























kxas,toMeturhcn,N.J .. for 
MobilChemkal.ThL'Yha1·etwo 
children:Catherine,ajunior 
nursing student at Texas 
ChristianU.;andLee,a 
freshmanattheU . of 
Pennsyh·ania 
WlnstonR.Blenckstone. 







KeitltL.Tinkltarn, R"67. an 
executive sales representative 
withMerckllumanlleahh 













liberation Medal and his 
sccondN'ationalDefense 
Medal 





W.RlrchOouglasslll , l.'68, 
aparmcrwiththcRichmond 












Marshall, 16,andOavid, 12 
l'restooM . \'anq-,G"68,of 
Richmond,hasbccnappointcd 
vice president of academic 
affairsatVa.Unionl:.llejoined 




communications and chairman 
ofthedi1·isionofhumanitics 


































outstanding performance in the 
Resource Management Office, 
DirectorofOpcralionsatHQ 
ForccsCommand,Fort 










Dm·it\M.Garren,R"7 1 and 
G"73, ofMed1anics1'iUe,Va., 
























































George:\lasonU. inFairfax, Va 






Josepb j. Aronica, 
R(>fi. a/Alexan-




Award for bis u'Ork 
011 the "Illwind" 
investigation. 
JarnesS.Quarforth,8"76, 







































Jamesll.Cumbie, R'78. of 
Baltimorc,.\ltl. ,wascle.:tcda 
partnerinthe lawfirm of 
Venable,Raetjer&lloward.fle 
specializes in public finance, 
go,·cmmentaldcb1fiuaocing. 





Kennethl!. Powcll , L"78,a 





8"79,amajorin the ll.S . Army, 


















Boothe, was appointed as~ 
hnsinesschairmanofthe 
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Bob SchlegeJ, R·so,hasOO_.n 
prcsidcnlofPrecisionPanerns 
&Machininginllcrnville,Pa., 
since 1991.llcand hiswife, 
De bbie Mahon Schlegel, 
W'80 ,ha,·ctwosonsand lh·ein 
W)'Omissing,Pa 















A. Pc ter Dicenso, R'S l ,was 
namcdrcsidcnt,iccprcsidenl 
of Merrill hnch in Dmton. 
Ohio.Jlcandhiswife, Lee 
Conaboy Dicenso, w·s 1, and 
thcirson,Jay,5,mo1·cdfrom 
'iewJerseytoDa}tOn 





























Atlantic manager of Meredith 
Corp.inHunlValky,Md.He 
andhiswife,Nanq· Lindquist 
Martin , 8'84,hm·etwosons, 
James and Luke 














andthcir twinsonsl i1·ein 
f.harlonc,N.C 






played three years 
of professional 
baseball with the 
Cleveland Indians 
organization 
Scott0eMa rtine. R'84,was 
promoted to manager of 















l'a~c 30 + Cl.ASS CO:-.NECIION~ 

























ScoltA.Johnson, R·s4, ha~ 
been named Richmond 




president and senior 
underwriter. 






Paul, born Dec. 16, 199.~. 
Michacl't'.Z. Summe rs, 
R' M,wasappointcdtoserve 
asatnlSlecofthcYorkCount)' 














Chris tophe r G. lloppc r, 
R'85,hasjoincdThcWilton 
Co.inffichmondasa 
































Ke1i 11 T. Camilli, 8'86, has 
been working for Salomon 
Brothersinthcirfinancc 
department since February 
1994.lleandhiswife, llmily 
Reed Camilli ,W'89,li1·ein 
Tampa,Fla.,withthcirson 
Michael 
RichCobuz io, 8'86,isa 
scniormanagerinthetax 
departmentofKF'MGF'cal 
MarwickinShortllills,N.J . Hc 
andhiswife, Mo nica Manno 
Cobuzio , 8·86,andthcirson, 


































company in 199Jandwas 
previously director of sales 













insurance defense and 
workers'compcnsation 























history and social studies 
teachcr,liveinMarieua,Ga 




Danie lE El'ans. K'88,is 






Dr. Knin S. Flanigan, R.88, 
mo1·t>dtolouis1·ille,Ky.,tostart 






























trading department and joined 
thcfirrninl99l 
Melonie Meade Spicer, 
U'89,ofAshland,Va.,was 
promotedtodirec1orofhuman 














management department of 
Columbia/llCA1leal1hcarc 
Corp.inNash1ille,Tenn 
Robert S. Moskow 11, 8'90, 
isasecond-)'carlawstudcntat 
St.Jolm"sSchoolofLaw.Hea.nd 





at Austin this fall. 














was named New 1:ngland 
district sales manager for 
Tombstone Kraft General Food~ 
andhasmo1·cdt0Portland, 
Maine 
James M. Zillian, R'90, is an 
MBAstudenlalDu11uesneU.in 
Pi!t~burgh, Pa. 














Da\·idKendall , 8"91 , 
graduatcdfromDukeU.l.aw 
School,Ma)'8, 1994.and 





The following alumni served as University of Richmond 
delegates at presidential inaugurations between 
July 1, 1993, andJune 30, 1994. 
Janet Butkr BarktT, W'57 • Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colo 
Dr. Henry A. Shockley, R'55 • Regis College, Weston, Mass 
Dr. Alice Subley Mambnis, W'52 • Marymount University, Arlington, Va 
Connie Booth Co1Uns,W'69 • Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 
Charles A. Christopherson, R'59 and L"62 
Truett McConnell College, Cleveland, Ga 
Charles B. Upshaw Ill, R'74 • Bicentennial Opening Convocation, 
University of Nor1h Carolina in Chapel Hill 
The Rev. Dr.John B. Polhill, R'60 
Southern Baptist TI1eological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. 
Dr. William H. Myers, professor of chemistry 
lnscallation of chancellor at North Carolina Centm! University, Durham, N.C. 
Dr. carla Waal,W'53 • Westminster Colleb<e, Fulton, Mo 
II . Clay Stallworth, H"63 • Rice University, Houston, Texas 
Dr. Duane[. Brookhart, G'73 • Huntingdon College, Montgomery.Ala. 
S.D. Roberts Moore, L'61 
Virginia Poly1echnic Institute and State Unh·ersity, Blacksburg, Va. 
Dr. EmoryV: Maiden Jr., R'67 
lns1alla1ion of chancellor at Appalachian State University, Boone, N.C. 
William E. Phillips, R'82 and L'85 • Lynchburg College, Lynchburg. Va 
David H. Easley, lf82 • Jersey City State College,Jersey City. N.J 






















long Marine Lab 





graduate chemistry student at 
UC!AinLosAogcles 


















Seminary and received his 
inastcr'sdegreeinthcologyand 
cihics.llclcfthispositionas 
public relations coordinator at 

































Conference.He lives in 
Marietta,Ga. 
Mauhew A. Terrell , G"92 , 
remmcd1ohisundergraduate 




handles chapter programming 
and summer college 






ncssTclccomlnc .. alongdis 
tancccompany,inRlllcigh,N.C. 






assistant trader with Sherwood 
Securi(iesin/>ew\'orkCity. 













(W) ,andRobert tl annan 
Da1·is.Feb.6, 1994,in 
Roanoke,Va.,whercthL')'lil-C. 











andRobenl .. King,Nov. 7, 
1992. Included In the wedding 
11art)'wcrcBcrnadcueDo111ney 
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1983/M. Timo1hy Smi1h, 
(B),andSusan Rcilly,April 
1993. Thcy[i\·c in !lcnnu<la 
1984/\\'illiamJ. Brown, (8), 
andDecllardie. Dec. 6, 199! 
lles1manwasRichllarrison. 
11'84. The couple lives in 
Richmond 
1984/Scott De.\lartine, (R), 
and Kristin Lear.June 1993 
ThL..,·livcin.'lorwalk,Wnn 
1984/J. Russell Fentress I\', 
(R) , andMaryEllenGi1re, 
Oct.17, 1992 , inVirginia 
Beach,Va 
1984/Richard Rasor, ( K), 
andKlllhlcenllrustrnan,Aug.6, 
1994, in Ltrchmont, N.Y. 
lncludcdintheweddingparty 
were best man Greg Hurlei-~ 









Salem, N.C. Thcyli,·ein 
Atlanta . Ga 
1985/Frank Kurt CylkeJr., 
(R), and Anna Kowalchuk, 
July 25, 1992. Theyli1·ein 
GePeseo , N.Y 







1985/]ohn T. Ging, (B), and 
1.isaCoccoU,July9,1994.in 
1-'iusburgh,Pa. Included in the 
wcddingwasJ .R.Pitcairnlll, 
11·s;. Thccoupleisbuildinga 
home in IJ.oca.Raton,Fla 




1986/Kate Owens, (W), and 
Christopher Dolan, R'90, 
April 30, 1994,in{;annon 
Memorial Chapel. Included in 
theweddingpartywereKathi 
StumCarr,W'86:Anthonr 
Owens, !l"83: and Jim Mallo~, 
11 '90. Thccouplcliw, in 
Richmond 




1987/Kyna Rae Lawson, 
(W).andllodncyJ.Moore, 
Sept. J l, 19').),inRoanoke, Va. 
lnclude<linthcwcddingparty 
wereSu,anDanielandDori 






1988/Megan Barber, (W), 
andDal'idSnead,June 12, 
1993. l.aural.iner, W'88, was 
maidofhonor.Thecouplelhes 
inWashinglon,D.C. 
1988/Alicia Barsanti, (W), 
andJcllrL')'D.Trim,1\pril 16, 




1988/0aniel F. E\·ans, (R) , 
andSusannaG.Shuc,lh.-£ . 18, 
1993.Thcylh·cinlllizabeth-
lo"n,Pa. 
1988/Carol)n A. Ostar, (B), 




Brereton. ll"88: and Jane Wok 
andEli1.abethFrancy, both 
\'i-"88. The couple lil'CS in 
Albcrtson,N.\'. 
J98~ane Warren , (W), and 
JonathanWil!iamllc<lgepeth, 
Oct. 2, 1995. Bridesmaids were 
MelanieKintigh,W"88;and 




1989/Karen Anderson, (W), 
and Mark Wroniewlcz, (R), 





Ramos and Dmid "'Chip" 
Dustin,allll"89:andTom 
Coles, R'90. The couple lil'es in 
Centmille,Va 






1989/Lynn Marie Schacrfl, 
(W),andDonald Dre,den 
Parker,Oecemberl993,in 
lloc\<l'ille , Md. Included in 11te 
wt'tldingpartywercLaur.1 
Sa.-agelloughton,11'89;1.ee 
Susan llendricks, W'89; and 
Katherine Nimmo, W'89, who 
p!aycdthcpiano. The couple 
lh·cs in Lake Oswego, Ore. 
1990/Angela Dea Booth, 
(B), and Rohe rt S. Moskow 
11,(B),Junel8,l994. 
lnclude<l inthewt'tldingparty 
were Catlicrine Moskow. W'96: 
GingcrGriffith,B"88:JoMitch, 
W'90:Janine Cauvin, Melanie 
SmithandTracySnydcr.all 
8'90: Doug Moskow, 11"93; and 
Chris Kanab)', R'88. The couple 
li1·esinFlorn!Park,N.Y. 




Bertini , 8'90. Thecoupleli,·es 
in NorthM)'rtlcBcach.S.C 
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199orrara Kraft, (B), and 
JamesA.ModJ.elcwski, April 












1990/Sul.llnne Kozum, (W), 
an<lEdwar<llrleBucklll, 
July 9, 1994, in Richmond 
The\·lil'e in IJ.oca Raton, ~1a 







Tara Kraft, B90. 
and James A. 
Modzelewski, who 
married inApn"l 
1994, are living in 
Cairo, Egypt. 
1990/Mark Alan Sweeney, 
(R) ,an<lPamelaSueFlora, 
Aug.14, 1994, in IJ.oones 
Mill,Va.Theyli1•ein 
RochMount,\'a. 
1991/Carol Foard, (W), and 
AnthonyMorgan,May14, 
1994.ChristineSli ngho ff, 8"90, 
wasabridesmaid.Thccouplc 
!ii-cs in Richmond. 
1991/Catherinc Grimm, 
(W), and Eric Meyer, 8"92 , 
Aug.6, 1994. lncludedinlhe 
wcddingpartywcrcKrislln 
Jones,llollyPillrnanan<l 
Rachel Young Pelletier, all 
W'91;ErikaFloyd-Md>onnell, 
W'89; Richard Cushman and 
WilliamHooper,bothll'92;an<l 
Chris Spano and Andrew Taylor, 
bothll"92 . The couple lives in 
Cleveland,Ohio 
1991/Lorl Laurenson, (B), 
an<lMichaclK.Crarncr, 
April 23, 19')4.Includedinthe 
wedding party were Dina I.owe 
Kcnag)•,W'9l,andRachel 
l'rcston. W'94. The couple lin:s 
in\VestChL>ster,Pa. 
1991/0ina I.owe, (W) , and 
Rodne)' Kenagy. Sept. 25, 1993 
lndudc<linthcweddingparty 
wereLoriLturcnson,ll'91;and 




1991/Michelle Martin , (W), 
and Jay Chapman, R"90 , 
May 2 1, 1994,inCannon 
MernorialChapcl.lncludedin 
thewcddini,:partywereSharon 






1992/Charles P. Abate, (B), 
andNicoleMarieTibbin, 
\1ay2l,l994.lndudedinthc 
wedding party were Katie 





1992/]ulie Schmidt, (B), 
and William Kanto, (R), 
June 18, 1994, inlluntingdon 
VallCI', Pa. Included in the 
wedctingpart)' wercCynthia 
Patrick,W'92 :Williarn lloopcr. 
R'92; 1'lichael Uy, ll"92: and 
Ericjohnson , B".93.Thecouple 
[i1·csinRichrnond 
1993'/Pame\a Erickson. 
(W), and Mark Sakalosky, 








(W), and Ke,·in Hebert, 
8"87,Aug. 15, 1991,. Included 
intheweddingpartywere 
Elissafalcni ,B'93:Kiml.auro. 
W'95: Gr:ld)' Hebert, R"93: Greg 
Rohins,B'87;andMax 
llernandczandThomasYeakle, 
hoth R"87. Thecouplc!il•esin 
Richmond 









Oe1·ilbiss . La.uraRiddlesand 
JennifcrWhipple,allW'94; 
LeslieAnderson,W"9l;andTim 
llolv:, R"91 . The couple lives in 
Richmond 
nIRTHS 
1967/John C. Cowan, (L), 
andhiswifc,Adrianna,ason. 
JoscphGordon,May25, 1994 

















husband, Britton, a daughter, 
Emll)' Annc,Mv. 11, 1993.Shc 
joinssiblingsut,"O[rcy. JO; 
Andrew,i;andQairc .. ~. 
1977/]ill Stewan Perkey, 
(Band G8'80) , and her 
husband, Richard,ason , 
ConnorOaklcy.Thanksghing 
Day,No1·. 25.199~ 
19H01John w. ~1-w:· 
Hamner, (B) , and his wife, 
Peoclope.adaughter,Erin 
Eluabcth,Dcc. 3, 1993 
1980/0ebbicMahon 
Schlegcl , (W),andher 
hushand,BobSchlegel, (K) , 
ason,Andrew,May 1994 
1980/Jan Ellegard Shaw, 
(W),andherhusband,Andy,a 
son,ScottEdward,Mayll, 
1994. He joins a brother, 
lloy,2 
1981/Mary Beth Capasse 
Carroll, (B),andher 
hu,band,Jim,adaughter,Erin 
MacKcnzie, Apri126, 1994.She 
joinsabrothcr, Jay,2 
J98J/Eliza.beth Olson Eud)". 
(B),andhcrhusband, Joc,a 
daughter,CarolineGrace, 
March 24, 1994.Shejoinsa 
brothcr,Jackson,3. 
1981/Laurie Hooper Fisher, 
(W),andherhushan<l,Alex,a 
son,AlexanderDal'ison"Davis"" 
Hooper Fisher, Feb. 2, 1994 
J98J/Crnthia Russell 





Kitchen Caldwell, (W), and 
her husband, Grant Caldwell, 
(R),adaughter, Rachel 
Brooks,ApriJ 17, 1993. She 
joinsasbter,llannah,4. 
1984/Nancy Lindquist 
Manin, (B), and her hushand, 
Jim Manin, 8'83, a son , Luke 
















1985/Maura Meaney Blau!, 
(W),andherhushand, Frank, 
adaughter,laurenSarah, 
Apri1 15, 1994 
1985/l'racy Gibson Boone, 
(W) ,andherhusband, Tim,a 
son,.\JacklinAnhur,Dec. Hi, 
1993. llejoinssibl ings Sidncy, 
4,andGannon, 1 
J.985/Maria Case It: 
Fergusou,(B) , a daughier. 








husband,Jimm)', a daughtcr, 




hu,band, Ku rt,adaught{·r. 





llillsman,Jul)' l 2, 1994. 




Map1ard,(W) , andher 
hushand, Vi ctor, a so11,Prescott 
Richard,Sept 16, 1993. He 
joinsabrother,'rroy 
1985/Leah Winch Ortega, 







'll\'an ,"Occ.5, 1993 
1.986/StephanleLisaRoyer 
Caccamo,(W) ,a daughter, 
Emi l)' Michelle,Apri1 21,1994 




ason,Matthew Richard , 
Oct. 26, 1993 
J.986/fa)'lOrLaekeyRarne)', 
(R),andhiswife, &1h,ason, 
Taylor Reid,Jul)'9, 19'H 
1_987/frishBenderfelix, 




studies the Bay 




Several days a week. Dr. William J. Hargis of biology and chemistry at The Citadel 
Jr. can be found prowling the halls and before being offered the opportunity 
laboratories of the Virginia Institute of in 1955 to work at the Virginia Fisheries 
Marine &ience. When he's not there, Laboratory and lecture at William 
you can probably track him down in his & Mary. 
office at home, working on research and For most of his adult life, Hargis has 
seientific manuscripts. been involved in research ofYirginia's 
This would not be particularly marine life. In that role, he has served 
noteworthy except that Hargis retired on national and local commissions, task 
three years ago forces and advisory pauels ~earclting for 
pla~~~~~r:s1 !~~~:/~!~~~ lb~~:!~gt~ Mi IIKM•ihiiiri+ :~~ ~~~~:~~.~alancr between nature 
creep across his face. "But the biggest difference between The work has been stimulating and satisfying. The 
pre.retirement days and retirement is T can lea,"e when politics, though. has !eft him scratdling his head 
! want.' "We've never been able to come to grips v.ith the fact 
Hargis,R'50 and G'5l,figured to spend his retirement that natural resources react in accordance with the rules 
sailing on the Chesapeake Bay. Instead, he still spends of nature," Jlargis says, ' and irrelevant political 
most of his time studying it rnmpromisc doesn't have any impact.'' 
Hargis was the longtime director of VIMS, serving in He reels off a list of marine creatures in serious 
that role from 1959 to 1981 (concurrently he was dean of trouble in Virginia waters: sturgeon, shad, sheepshead 
the Schoo! of Marine Science at the College ofWilliam & and oysters 
Mary, which now is the administrative parent of VIMS) Oysters, something he has studied for years, arc a 
Under his leadership, VIMS grew into an independent prime example of a slain golden goose, he says. Oysters 
state organization, shedding its earlier name and smaller were a rich, self.renewing resource that required 
image - Virginia Fisheries faboratory - and affording no cultivation. They did require. howc\·er. wme 
Hargis the stature and authority of a college president. human restraint. 
Since 1981, he has continued to work through Yl\1S, Hargis says oysters have been ovcrharvcstcd for more 
situated at Gloucester Point, as a professor ofW&M's than a century and a half, and their natural habitat -
School of Marine Science. In retirement, he holds the title oyster reefs - gradually destroyed. Pollution has had 
of professor emeritus some impact, but the problem primarily has been too 
On a crisp Saturday morning in October, Hargis relaxed many people taking too many orsters 
on a bench outside the Jepson School of Leadership Hargis leafed through papers in his crnwded 
Studies. He had driven to Richmond for the day with his briefcase and pulled om a document (harting public 
wife, Marcia, who was over at the E. Claiborne Robins oyster production in Virginia waters. 
S<:hool of Business emollcd in a CPA exam review course In t,he early part of the 20th century, millions of 
Hargis, the father of six, marveled at the physical changes bushels of o,·stt:rs were harvested annually. In 1993-94, 
to the campus since he was a student oyster prodl;ction was down to fewer than 5,500 
Hargis was a biology major at the University of bushels from the entire Chesapeake, most from the seed 
Ridunond, but he did not follow a typical route. oyster area of the lower James River. Of that figure, only 
A Virginia natil'e, he served in the Air Force during about )00 bushels came from the once productive 
World War 11 and, after the war, enrolled at UR in 1946 oyster beds in the rest ofVirginia's Ches.ipeake Hay 
But he left at the end of his first year. Hargis calls the numbers ' disgraceful." 
"lhadn'tdccidcdyetquitcwhatlwantedtodo," Hesaysthegovernmemneedstoprotectthe 
he sars remaining marine life, establishing stritt harvesting 
Ile married and moved to Oxford on the Eastern Shore limits and then enforcing them. If i(s not too late already. 
of Maryland, where he worked as a col!e(tions agent, sold •w·e continue co fail to recogllizc that population 
insura~cc and worked part•time servicing and rebuilding growth - and inadequately regulated use - are the 
aircraftandflringatalocalairport majorfactorsputtingprcssureonourrcsour(cs," Hargis 
He eventually decided to continue his education, sa)'s. "\'l:'c know largely what should be done. We just 
returningtoVRandreceivinghisbachclor'sdegrcein can't get it done ." 
1950 and his master's the following year, For his master 's Mk llargh if he's optimistic about the fumre of 
thesis in aquatic biology, he studied parasites of fish from marine life in Virginia v.~aters, and he turns apologetic 
Westhampton Lake •unfommatcly, l'm pessimistic,"he Sa)'S 
During his graduate work, Hargis taught an anatomy But come .\1onday, he will be ba(k in tht' lab or his 
coul'ie and maintained an office in the basement of .\tary- office trying to do something about it. Sailing is for 
land Hall. lie continued to another day. 
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1987/Dana Gusmer Gruber, 
(\l'),andherhusban<l,Chris 
Grul>er, R'85 ,ason,Tlmolh)' 























1989/Emily Reed Camilli. 
(W),andhcrhusband,Ke1·in 
T.Camilli,8'86,ason, 
MichaclJost,ph, Ma1•23, 1994 
1989/Suiannerarrar 
Keating,(W),andhcr 








192 0/Kathryn ~Kina" 



































Burnett Bible Class 









residcncyat MCV. llewasa 

































1929/Dr. fr.tnk W. Hewlett, 
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Museum of An 
l9JI/Virginia8eck 
llargr-J.1·e,(W),of Din"'iddie, 











sen,(R),of [)urhan1,N.C. , 







June 17, 1994.llcworkedfor 
RepmldsMetalsCo.as 
corporate records manager 
andrctiredaf1cr31)'cars.lle 









































































May 14, 1994.llecnjoyeda 






































































1937111ie Rev. Dr. R. 
Carring1onl>auleue,(Rand 
11 '64) ,oft-ellyi;ford,Va., 














































1938/J. Stuart Graham Jr., 
















commander and a former 
president of the :>:a~y league 









commiuee, most recently a~ it~ 
chairman · 
1.938/RandolphJ. 
Grammer, (K) , of Roanoke. 
Va .,April 19, 199'1.llewas!he 




MethodistChurchschoolfor l 1 
years.DuringWorldWarll,he 










··Fa1hcroftheYear·• ;n 1he 
Roanoke Valley 








1941/Thc llon. \\'. Harris 
Grimsle y, (R), ofAlexantlrfa, 











Crom 1972until hisretiremcnt 
in l9')2 
1941/l lcrmimS. Rockoff, 
D.D.S.,(R),ofAlpharetta.Ga .. 




at theU. ofMarylandand 
served inthe U.S. Armyfrom 
194310 1946, achievingthe 
rank of captain 
19 42'/Kalhryn Gillclan 
Crutchficld, (W),of\'irginia 
Ileach,Va.,Jan. 20, 1994.She 








Point Garden Club 
1_94.s/fhe Rev.Dr. J oscph 
Powhaian Cox,(R), of 

















various posi tions inthl' 
l!ighlan<ls llaptistAssociation 
1946/lfaomi Hall Kingery, 





















Jean.lier other children, 
OonnaKingerylludgins, W'73, 
andTerryH.Kingery,R"78,a!so 
arc Lill alumni 
194.9/K. Shcl\ey llarre ll , 
(R) ,ofthillicothc, Ohio, 
~fay 23. !994. 
1950/Charles E.MofTan, 













teacherat Kensto n Forest 
SchoolinBlackstoneuntil her 
death 
195//{;urti s Da,·id Oakes, 

















LoganJr .. (R),ofllampton, 
Va.,Junc4, 1994. llesel'\'eda~ 
pa.storofSccondBranch 
llaptislChurchinChcsterficld 




1957/.\larion w. ~skipM 
WardJr., (R) ,ofCovington, 
Ya.,Jan . 17, 1994. llewa~a 
principalatl.ordRotetourt 
11ighSchool i11Co1·ing1on , Va .. 
























School league, SCJ'\inga" 
chainnanandonthecxecutive 
committt'i: 
1959/John ~lch-in Smith, 










and wa~ a member ofVimna 
Preshj1erianChurch 
/_960/Palricia Crawford 
Keller, (Wand G'63).of 
Snell,-illc,Ga., Junel2. 1994 
Sheworkeda~an adminhtr.t• 




atMCVinRichmontl . She 
receiwdhermas!er"sdegrcein 
ps)'chologyfrom URin l963 
1960/Deane McCreagh 
ParrishJr.,(R),ofPlcasanl 











ana .. sociatepa~toratSt 
,\ugustineParishinRichmond 

























doors" atFannyt' s,thcir 
clothi ng ~tore in Roanoke 
Rapids,:\".C 
2 
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MAKGAKET COLKVIAN LEAKE 
4630HanovcrMC 
Richmond, VA2.,l26 
Nancy Osborne has mowd 10 







diedJulyl , 1994,atherhome 
in Dinwiddie County 
Pcrha1>Syounolicedthc 
dcmh,ofMaudcMahanq on 


























walking with a cane. 
\'ivianBarnettWarrand 
Othwereexpectingthcirllrst 













We were shocked and 
s.addcncd1olearnof Marjoric 
CanadaO'Kiordan'sdeathon 














Our scholarship recipient, 
ClaireBarrett,W"97, isan 
honor student.After spending 












Otelia Francis Bodenstein 




Katherine Gr.ice has been 














HELENE SALZMANN MELLOR 
721.egendlane 
llouston,TX770M 
Doi Shell Wood, Garland 
Wilson8rookes,lleuy 
ConrcyYanHuskirkan<l 
Scotty Campbell Jacobs had 


























































and her daughter 
wt si/ho11ettes last 
year i11 Boston, 












Saunier, R'41 , whodro,·edown 




















































Anna Marie Rue 
Stringfellow,JeanNeasmith 
Dickinson and A.Iese 
llardawayPrinceandl)avid 
werca11hcirbcachhorncs 
during the summer. 
KiraNicholskyCurwen 
reportsthatherhusbandwill 



































reading and discussion group. 
Atthctimcofherlcuer,Rose 
wasreadingDostoye>·sky's 















lripstoOakland,Calif. , with 
daughtcrSusan,an<ltoAtlanta, 














Dolly Dorsey Garwood 































Dmus MIU.\ HARRHU 
6027Nagy Placc 
Alcxamhia,\'A223 12 
Class 50th l'earRcunion. 
May5-7, 1995! 
Eulalia Edwards Pitts went 





the IJ.S. Emha~w. Marianne 





Gladys Kauffman Metz and 
Art entertained Nancy 




fri ends, 16ofwhomnwlalthc 
. \1ctzhomcfor acookout.Prior 







weather. Kmharine Mumma 
Atkinson and Jack met Gladys 
andArtfor dinncrtodiscuss 
plansforatriptoSpainand 
Portugal in the fall. 




committees and duplicate 
bridge 
1.ottieBlaruon 
Applewhite, now lis'ing al 
CarolWoods ln Chapcl llill, 
N.C .• had a ,isitfromJean 
Motter Dempsey at which 
timetheymadcplans toattend 
thc50lh reunion next Ma\' 
Lotticpartieipa1csinarcSCarcl1 
studyono,tcoporosis. 
Alma Rosenbaum Hurwitz 
wasin fl lexandria,Richmond 
and FlaltirnoreinJuncfor,·isils 
with o!d friends and an 88-
year•old cousin. Also in June, 
shetravdedtoherhouse on 
l.ake George andtransferred 
hcr sai lhoatfromthc marina to 
hcrdockonthclakc. Thc 
arrivalofdaughtcr Robiuand 
children was a welcome cwnt 
NataliellellerBarnide 
has abandoned her exotic 
cruiscsfor lhcmomcntin 
or<ler 10 rc, tat ho mc 
Dorothy Francis Atkinson 
wroteof thedeathofher 
hu,b:md. Ben, on May 21, asa 
resu ltofa massi\•cstrokc.Thcy 
were marricdfor361/2)'ears 
Probing the way 
things work 
As long as she can remember, Margaret 
Carter Foster. W'S7, has been fascinated 
by what makes things work 
lkr im1uiring, probing mind has 
found her studying the rod and cone 
ceUs of the eye, secretory granules in 
pancreatic islet cells, neuronal and 
g]ial cdls in a centrJl nervous system, 
or the subatomic particles of high 
energy physics 
She is looking.she says, more for the 
"why" than for the prJctical application 
of what she has foun<l 
There are applications, however. lier ~1u<lies of cells 
may shed some light on how cclls communicate. The 
rods and cones are light-sensitive cells. The secretory 
granules in most pancreatic islet cells store either insulin 
or glucagon. The subatomic particles are clues to the 
structun:ofmaner. 
Following her intellectual curiosity has taken her 
aroun<l the world. With a Ph.D. from the L'niversity of 
Wisconsin, Foster has been the recipient of awards that 
have taken her to England and Switzerland for residenLT 
Early on, first while she was at Westhampton, and 
later, as a Rotary Fel!ow, she spent time in Germany, 
li\ing with a family and studying at \'llrious universities 
A native of Waverly, Va., where her father v.~..s 
superintendent of school~ for 35 years, she has lf':ed in 
the Midwest, California, Marylan<l and now in Port 
Jefferson, N.Y., an historic village on Long Island where 
she is within minutes' walk of the Sound 
In 1972, she ~witched careers, going from teaching 
and research to research onJy, and from experimental 
high.energy physics to the physics of biological research 
- biophysics. 
She was an assistant professor of physics at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook: a research 
biologist at the University of California of San Diego. at 
LaJolla; and a research physicist at the National Institutes 
of Health in Bethes<la, Md. 
Today, in sti!l another career shift, she has put aside 
the role of prober to e<lit the papers of other researchers. 
as assistant to the editor of the Physical Review for the 
American Physical Society in Ridge, N.Y. And she taught a 
course this summer at the department of phy~ic, at 
SUl\'Y,asaninstructor. 
Obviously, she has not been afraid to take risks. ·1 
went where the opportunity took me." she says, in re,ro, 
spect ,"and when the opportunity ended, I moved on." 
That's the scientific side of Margaret Foster, exploring 
realms of physics which the average layperson cannot 
comprehend. 
But, just as there was at Westhampton. then: is a very 
accessible si<le to Foster. As an undergraduate, she was 
r 
one of few women who majored in 
physics - she speaks of nights she 
studied alone with the one available 
text for the course in the library of 
North Court - but she also was a 
threc-letter\'ltrsityathlete. 
She excelled in hockey, hasketbal! 
an<l tennis. She played trumpet in the 
band. And, at the same time, she made 
Phi Beta Kappa 
f Na~~:g::~~:::~,;;;:o lives 
~ across Long island Sound from Foster 
i, in Fairfield, Conn .. is not surprised that 
j ~:r~:~,~~ ::~!.~::0a~ticulating 
"In college,- Robertson recalls, "she was a ve-ry prh'ltte 
person. She 11ever talked about herself.' The two do 
visit and Robertson sars her children found Margaret fun 
because she is very outdoorsy . 
Foster's social life today is on two levels, she says 
A winning toastmaster, she is founder and past 
president of a Toastmasters dub. "I thought I needed 10 
learn to make a better presentation," she explains of her 
speaking engagements, which form a large pan of her 
nonscientific life. 
1he other fun part is her folk-0.lncing activities, some 
of it nurtured br her time in Germany, and her folk• 
singing, usually in groups. 
With her working days spent in a confining situation 
while she focuses on a computer terminal containing 
information about l>Cientific manuscripts and reviewers, 
her off•time is devoted to the outdoors, hiking and even 
canoeing. A pair of snowshoes is stacked against her 
front door. She uses them to get around Port Jeff in 
the winter. 
Of Westhampton, she remembers best her German 
professor, Dr. Wilford Skinner, who moti\'ltted her to 
spend the summer after her junior year in Germany 
While German used to be the language of the scientist 
and Foster is proficient in it, she remarks that most of 
the papers today an: written in English 
Foster reflects on her career, which has been very 
successful from the standpoint of accomplishment and 
awards, and admits she might ha\·e done it differently 
"I was following what was interesting to me," she 
says, "and at the same time, adhering to the mandate, 
·publish or perish.' On hindsight, I might have gone into 
biophysics sooner. I feel I should have gained more 
career savvy. 
"Teaching is growing very attractive to me again," 
l'o.ster says. "Colleagues who recei\'etl their doctorates 
"'·hen I did are professors with tenure today. My career 
may have been richer and personally more satisfying, 
hut I lack the security they have obtained. 
"I was taking an alternative path," she muses. 
And then she was off to join some toastmaster friends 
for an afternoon. Her other life • 
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issue, Susle C.uardWoody 
and Sara ~·ranees Young 
Dcrieux 
Accordingt0Susic, Bc1h 

















wcek's,'acation\\ilhC.l .. and 
SusicmDuck,N.C. Bcthan<l 
Korrel'shushan<l,Bobby, 
graduate<lfromUR in 1974,so 
thctwocouplesauendedtheir 





isstilldancing - lincdancing, 
thmis-an<lshc'sinto 
quilting.aswell.I.astspring, 
Betty AnnGus tafson wonthe 
Betty Ann 
Gustafson, W'47, 
u•o11 the tennis 
matcbes fo r her age 










Army formerly stationed in 
Germany,haYebeenreassigned 
io •·ortl.eonardWood,Mo.Thc 
twins, Tailor and LaurJAnn, 
arcnowll.Carol111continues 
torcsideinllunting1011,W.Va 
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Ann Murphy Dameron, 
whosehusband,7.ach, and 
thcirdaughtcrplannctl10 












Grandma and Grandpa 
Thanks,S.E.forsharing 
!hose bits of news! 







with daughter Susan. Howle 







Nancy Richardson Elliot 
(myroommate)and llelen 
Cole Richardson and 
Straughan. \Vccruiscdthc 



















were Kill)" Wyalt Townes, 
Ros ie Calhoun McCarty, 
Betty Ann Allen Dillon, 
MarthaHall , \'irginlaShaw 
Warren, MimiAnderson 
Gill , Barbar.tRhodes 
8arkcr, Pa1AllcnWinlcrs, 
JaneSanfordjennings, Ann 
Bing Ahhln, Harrle1Smi1h 
rowell.Doroth )' Richwine 
Korb , Jane Dcns 
McManigal , Jcanllarper 
Sellars and Elaine Lennard 
Da1is. 
Alsoanendingwcre llelen 
McDonoughKell y, Peggy 
llarris 8amet1,Fl0Gr.ty 
Tullidgc, Joyce Robcrson 
Goforth.Cornelia Ayres 
Bales, Ha1.elJeoning.~ 
Beninghm·e, F.-ances llix, 
8ctty E,·a11s llopkins, A.lda 
Marlin Noftsingcr, Audrcy 
BradfordSaupe, Khaki 
SmlthSp.-atler, ldaEanes 
Patrick, Annruls ford 
Rakes, llathawayPollard 
Clcmcns, Nancy Ber11c 






















children and grandchildren 
lhinginRi.:hmon<l. 
Mary Burton Haskell 










me.The official photographer 
didn"(showbutjane Sanford 
Jennings had a camera 
Thankssomuch,Janc,for 
sharing thefllmwithus;she 
tookothersnaps,which l ha1·e 
passcdontoMirniforthc 
scraphook. Thost·pholOS 
included some from Saturday 



































































\ 'irginla Sha wWarren 
and Rush· 
Shirley Anns1rongSullon 




Have we got it right? Let us know! 
You were recently notified about our new Alumni Directory. If you haven't 
already done so, please return your questionnaire today to ensure an accurate listing. 
Within two or three months, the verification phase of this project will begin. Alumni 
will receive telephone calls from Harris Publishing Co., the directory publisher. When 
your call comes, please give the Harris representative a 
few moments to verify your listing. 
"""' Note: Be sure to tell the repr.esc~tative w~o call~ if you wish to 
order a copy of the Alu mm D1rec1ory, since 1h1s will be your 0 onlyopport11nitytoplacea11order. The URAlumni Directory will be available in 
-::::{-( AprilorMay1995. 





Ma rtha Ha ll isourncw 
~-crctary.Plcascbcsurcto 
sendherlotsofnewsforour 
nextnev,sletter - 309East 
AtlanticSt. , Southllill,VA 
23970 





























Birmingham: and nnnon 
Stcnson,HellSouthin 
Savannah. 
Ernestine Allport Sasser 
report~buildingahomc in 
Mompclierin 1976whilc 














had successful op-en heart 
surgcryinl993andcominues 









Nancy Taylor Johnson 
proudlyannouncesthcbirthof 
hcrfifthgrandchild , Katlu)11 
\/irginia . NancyandLit'sreeem 
trm·elsindudetwotripsto 
Mexico, two wech i11 Maui, 
whercNancydiscoveredchc 
thrillofs11orkeling , anda trip 
fromNorfo!kcoWcscPalm 
Bcachonthe lnlandWatcrway 
on Elizabeth McRae Dudley 
andKoy'syacht.Thq· enjoy1,'d 









daysat Paradise lsland,where 
cheirsonsand11i\'CSjoined 
them 
Anne Marie Hardin 
Bailey: llcrhusbandBcn·, 
motherdiedafteradebilitating 





















Maryglyn Cooper 1\lcGraw 
and Lee Thompson 
Osbume,whovacationedat 
diffcrenltimcslnAlaska!ast 





Cup Soccer games in 





son John inlosAngclcs, and 
tra,·clcdupthccoasttowinc 
country. 
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Patty Smith Kelley and 
Pagctrnwledfourdifferent 
weekcndstol'isittheirfour 

























first co-authored marriage 
manual 





me up-to-date on your 
"hereaboutsandacti1ities 










































retum to the wanner di male of 
















thc rnaihcurriculum. Last)'C'.tr 
twoofVisitation·sgr<1dua1cs 





regular basis is Betsy 









had shows in Washington's 
/l'alionaJCathcdrnlandthe 
Cambron-Black Gallery in 
ilc'.tufon,N.C.llerspccial 











































Academy.Jeremy Irons spoke 
atonesessionandshefound 
himtobc"justaregularguy" 
MC1ry Pratt, W'57, 






































Pt:GGY AJrn~'TIIOSG TI.US1.C7, 





Alexander and her husband, 





















l spokcto l 'irginia 
MSunshincMMurdcnwhenl 
wasinPonsmouihformy 








Onancock, Va.She often see~ 




















with a seventh grandchild, 
Katie.who joins sister 
Elizabcth,bomtoson Ed"'Jrd 
andhiswifcPatty.SonRobcn 
works "ith Bob a~ the project 
managcronthca"'Jrd-winning 
















together.Jean's daughter Leslie, 
wholi1·esinSaniranctsco,had 
prc1'iouslybeen"ithihcmfora 




















Jackie Kilby Brooks was 
in1i1ed1ollangalore,lndia,in 
March to a consultation 













tcrs - GinnicThomas 









reunioninMay - itpromises 
toheawonderfultime 






Allen Barker and Grace 
8loxsomRa1·eling.Weareso 
gladtohcarfromyou1 
Sus icStuttsllicks' and 
Dal'C'ssixchildrenaregi1·ing 
























































gardener program and are 
invol,·edinlifeinthecountry. 
wc .. eregladtohe-arof 
Mal')· Pratt,wholiwsin 
Roanoke,Va.Sheistheheadof 
the ophthalmology department 







and husbands.Among the 















80 mpg automobile 
ized hlood testing. Done over a four- or 
five-yearperiodtheresu!tswere 
outstanding, he feels. The date was the 
late'70s 
To tap into the titles of his many jobs, ·11 was an oppormnity for discover-
Dr. Claude Carrington "Cary" Gravatt Jr., ing something in a relatively short 
R'62, would seem unapproachable to period of time that really mauered to 
the nonscientific mind people," he observes, 
On the contrary, he is so environ- He also was on the learn that 
mentally savvy that what he has to say II investigated the ~ve. C,.nal toxic waste 
touches the lives of all ofus ' ; dump and materials 1ha1 might be a 
At the moment, he is working with f cause of cancer. 
:~.!~p1:;; ;i:!1:,:1~~::~u:~;:n a f tak!hae~;;kd~ii:~:·:~\~a~t~:: 
~~~~f ~~:e!~e time frame: within N@iJlfli@PN ~ ~a~~~~o:~:~~;~~=~n~~=mer-
Gravan is manager of the federal team which is satel!ite system, Landsat 
working with the car manufacturers - G.\l, Ford and The remote sensing satellites take picmres oft he earth 
Chrysler - in a breakthrough parmership between to assess the quality of crops,do mapping in remote 
goYernment and industry. locations, and show population growth in urban areas. 
The research, Gravan says, is Yitai on two levels: to The government had deYeloped the technique and now 
the American auto industry to make it more competitive wished to remove it from its budget and put it into the 
inthe21stcenturywhenithopestosellcarstosuch ha11dsofpri..ateindustry, 
countries as China and the former Smict Union, and to For four rears, Gravatt worked from the government 
government to reduce the need to import oil. Both side, defining what could be done and then encouraging 
factors, Gravatt feels, could be a major boos! 10 1he companies to take over. The plan was working well, he 
economy. reports, until the transition period when the government 
There is such promise involved that the government would relinquish control to private interests: that was 
has allocated $250 million to $300 million a rear to the when the Challenger shuttle system blew up and 
studies and the auto industry at least that amount, everything \\'as put on hold for budget reasons 
Gravatt says Through Gravatt was born in the Washington, D.C., 
His title is executive secretary of the Partnership for a area, he went through public schools in Richmond and 
New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), GMernment feels like a native. He chose the Unh·ersi1y for its "fine 
Operational Steering Group. His day-to-day responsibil- reputation" and thinks the choke was right 
ity takes him often from his base in Washington to He says Or.Allan Powell, professor of chemistry 
Detroit, where he has learned more than he ewr emeritus, made the most impression on him. Gravatt 
expected to know about the auto industry. admires Powell for his practical approach to science, that 
In addition. he has management responsibility for two of teaching and at the same time working in industry 
other manufacturing and technology functions in the A member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fra1erni1y, Gravatt 
U.S. Depanment of Commerce. played intramural sporu and was elected to both 
Gravatt's career in the scientific world goes hack Omicron Delta Kappa and Phi Beta Kappa. 
some 30 years. Early on, he spent seyeral years as a A 1962 graduate of Richmond with a bachelor"s 
"bench scientist"with Bell Telephone Laboratories, degree in chemistry, Gravatt went on to Duke for his 
where he helped develop the use of liquid crystals. doctorate in physical chemistry. He did postdoctoral 
He mo\'Cd to go\'emment in 1969 when he joined research in chemical physics at Cornell UniYersity in 
what is now known as 1he National Institute of Standards Ithaca, N.Y., working with Nohel Prize winner Peter 
and Technology. It was here that he shifted from Dcbye. before joining Bell I.abs. 
investigator to management after a period of five years. Gravatt and his wife,Ann, who is also a scirntist, live 
When he advanced to deputy diredor of the National in Rodnille, Md. They have two daughters: Ann, who 
Measurement Laboratory at NIST in 1980, he became graduated from the t:niversity in 1992 with a political 
responsible for a collection of laboratories that science major and plans to attend law school next year; 
employed up to 1,000 persons concerned with physical and l.ee, who is in a surgical residency at the Universi1y 
measurements, radiation research, chemical physics, of Michigan. 
analytical chemistry and materials. Gravatt looks back over his career with a feeling of 
l11e most meaningful to him were the clinical accomplishment. 'I hope I hare made a difference in 
chemistry measurements that have led to the standard- people"s lives; he says • 
BY BETTY SESSLER TYLER. W'42 
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GAR\' MOORE COLEMAN 
23o6 Marlyn Drive 





by Ruth Adkins Hill and 
Bncrly Eubank Ernns, on a 
perfecteveningfordinnerin 





dream up answers to, which we 
laughcdourseh·essillyovcr. 
B.B.,thanbforrckindlingour 
memories so comfortably 




Westhampton and business 
school '59ersmadean 
excellent showing.Saturday 
night, thankstoRonniel .ewis 
llaynic and Elizabeth Ramos 
Dunkum, we and our brother 
dassof·;9hadagrand 
barbccuedinncrin North Court 
Dining Hall. Toppingevef)1hing 
offwasanevcningoflcarning 





dis1anccs - PattyLcc 
SanfordfromArizona,Fran 
She bar Reynolds from New 
Me.,ico, Pat McDonald Allen 
from Color.ido, Barbar.1 
Dnlin Polis from Florida, 
Sylria Olney Kell11·from 
Maine, Eileen McCutcheon 
Hollans fro Ill Georgia and 
Ozintra Kalupiks Infante 
fromConnecticu1.l1wasgreat 
to catch up withJudy Grove 
Kl111er , hackforhcrfirst 
rcunion.Anumbcrofushad 
conflictiuggraduationsof 
children, one ofwhom,Jean 
Mar'linWyndham, sentallof 
usab<H.>kmark,whichcaptures 




classmates.We appreciate all 
thcplan11ingtloncfor11s,lcdhy 
ouroutgoingpresidcnt, Mary 











reunion: Je hancflint 
Taylor'sson,Sean,was 
married in Richmond on 
Jan.8,1994,toPamelaWcaiw. 




looking for another 
professionalchalknge 
Shirle)'Sattcrficldl'l)nn 




Taos pueblos were highlights 
Shirlc)'teachesmathand 
economicshvtclcclassto 







Congratulations to Mabel 
Shupe Cosby, our next 
president, and to Gary Moore 






Pa}11e Moundalexis , out• 
going secretary 
( ;AR\' BELL HARRIS 
1500Dcrekl.anc 
Richmond, VA23229 








JOSIE ROGER.~ LO\'.EL\DY 
625Spring ValleyRoad 
Colonial llelgbts, VA 23834 




Well , severnlclassmates 
re.~pon(ledto,nyplea,l'm 
delighted lo say. 
Mterourreunionlastycar, 
llllen Nash and her daughter, 
&IS)', 1ookavaca1ionou1\'i'cst, 
culminatinginafi1·e-daytrip 

















neighborhood association on 
tbeir"TourofFunkyllomes" 
(doesn'ttha1soundneat?).She 













from AT&T hut is hack working 
pantimeasacontractor. Their 
son,Jay,graduatedfrom 












mcans,Julic?) . Shehopesto 
!ral"elalot,playmoretcnnis 
andlearntoplaygolf. 
rrances Pitchford Griggs' 
hushand,Walt{·r,iswritinga 
sernndhook.llisCil'ilWar 







class notes 1 mentioned Carol 
Winfield Eliot hut had 
misplaced her Christmas letter. 
lhavefounditandfeel 
compelled to include a !iule or 
ilClenthoughsomethingsmay 
han:changcd.llertwins 





















Donna Marie Joy, 
W'69, is working on 
business develop~ 












and Las Vegas. We took a 
tuhingridedowntheSahRiver 
nearMesa. Whatfun! We 
touredthenewcasinos -
MG\1ishugcandhasan 







MARGARET BR!Tll.E BROWN 
FourilaldwinRoad 
Chelmsford,MA01824 







Susan Gunn Quisenberq· 
ofQuisenbcrryandWarrcn 
L1d. , inRichmond,hasbt.>en 
named to the 1993-9'1 hoard of 
directo~ofllfsWomen's 
llcsourceCentcr. The center is 
incapable hands. 
















Rarhara Vaughan and 






















old - sorry,hadchoiceof 
words,letmesay,fondly 




whate\"er. Your friend~ do want 
tohearfrom)'OU 
Patricia Shands Neidhardt 











quietly and anonymously made 
theselectionshasedoncriteria 






fromyou , it'simportant 











Cate Hardy Sakowski and 







Kath ,- Scott hasbecomc 
deanofstudcntsaithc Macla)' 
School inTallaha.<;R~, Fla. She 
isworking onacollt'ctionof 
poetryforhcr Ph.D 
disscnation increati1·ewriti ng 
Dale Patrick Brown . 
president and <;EO of.sh e/ 
Yo ung & Ruh icam, ha.-; hem 
namedtothc boardoftru.>tees 
ofMidwestStrategicTrust, part 
of the Midwest Group of Funds, 
acomplcxoflSmutualfunds 
She also scn'es on the hoard of 
Dowmown Cincinnati Inc., the 
developmcm board of Good 
SamaritanHospital , the 
Cincinnatiboardofgo,·cmors 
oftheAmcricank;sociationof 
Adl'CrtisingAgencies, and l"R 
BoardofTrustees. l.a~tyear she 
was recognized by the Y\'l'C.\ as 
oneofCincin nati 's· ·earcer 
\\'omen of Achievement." 
Donna Marie Joy was hired 
byChes1erfleldCounty, Va.,!0 





and the \'a. Department of 
Housing and Community 
Development 
Carol '"Susie"' Johnston 
Scllncr hasjustcompletedthe 
ho me-schooling and high 
school graduation of her 
daughter. rhisfall,shc plansto 
k~ch third gmde al '.'ionheast 
Christian Academy. W1tile m her 
mother"sin\lrginialleach, 
Susie Yi sited \\ith Yolanda 





law for 18yearsin 
Charloues,i!lcaftcr grnduating 
fromthcl".Va. Schooloflawin 
1976.Shcstanedthe firm of 
Parker, McF.lwain &Jacobs PC 





lwillheginworkthisfal l with 
WashingtonCountyl'ublic 
Schools as an ED support 
tcacher. Wcarcbuildinga new 
ho mein.~bingdonandhope !o 
move duri ng the fall. 
P ,\1"KJCIA BURTON 'fEMPIES 
473:lCochiscTrail 




Meg Gllman- Klng sent a 
photographofhcrtwin 
daughtcrswhomshcaodhcr 
husha11d, .\likc,ado ptcdfrom 
Russiaon ThanksgivingDa)' 
How to get your news 
in Class Connections 
Along with our other changes to the magazine, we're studying 
ways to strengthen the class news. Some alumnae, for example , 
are concerned that Westhampton news takes too long lO be 
published. For many years, it has been published on a twice-
yearly ~odd-even" system, which guaranteed that it was always 
out-of-date; we're looking at better ways to collect and print it. 
We're also looking at a system of collecting news via electronic 
technology. 
For the next few 
issues, however, 
our process 
remains the same. 
We're still depen-
dent on readers to 
send us news 
according to the 
deadlines at right: 
Material 
received by 
Jan. 15 ( \V, odd) 
April 15 CW. even) 
July 15 CW, odd) 







Please continue to keep our files updated with your current 
address and telephone numbcrs,cven if you don't have 
other news. 
And many thanks to all of you who write - you help us keep 
UR alumni in touch with each other. 
1993.MollyElizahethand Mary 
Catherine were born in 





8e,•erly Black Shelton and 
hcrhusband, Dick, andthcir 
1; -year-olddaugbter,Suzanne, 
mowdfrom\"lrginialleachto 
1.inleRock,Ark. , inAugus\ 
1992.Rcv"retircd'"frolU 
teachingclcmcntar)'St:hool 
when her husband's job 
transferoccurred,andshe 
starteddassesatthc L. of 
Arkansas In fall 1994 
8etHarre11Nt.u.i]c lil'l's in 
West Poim. \'a.,withhe r 
husband, Mark,andtheir th ree 
children. Their oldest daughter, 
Nancy,wa.~hospita!i,.edin 







friends dmingtheircrish. & 1 
is a lobhyistat theVa.General 
Assemblvon behalfof thc 
statc'ssCboolsupcTintendcnts 
lletsentaclippingabom 
Ruth Lankford Chamo~it1., 
whO\\"Jselcctcdpresidcn1of 
the Alexandria Bar Associa tion 




husband, Mark, and their twu 





Catharine Dixon Dowda 
Cat h\"haslivedinGreenshoro, 
\".C.,"for 18years. She and her 
husband,Lamar. antlhertwo 
da ughters enjoy traveling 
togL1her.Cathyiscmployedby 
a d inica!ps;1chologist a.-;a 
counselorinpri1':ltepr.1ctice 
Cheryl Carlson Wood and 
herhushand, Andrew, ha1·ea 




andtwosons, ages, 11 and 8, 
keep!hcmvcrybusy. 
Paula Galbrai1h manages 
thecompany li hrari esfor Mary 
Kay Cosmetics at their 
hcadquartcrsiu Dallas. Pau la 
has a ma.s«.'r's degree in lib rary 







April frames Gaskins is 
thehcadteUer/customer 
service representative for 
















to honc her tennisskills and 
enjoy her grandchi!dn:n. 
Catherine Holmes 
Hubbard, her husband, Rick, 
andthdr thrccsonsmo1·cd 
fromAmcliaCounh·to 
Nonhhampton Counry·, , •a., flve 
yea~ago. They hougbta 
restored L799colonialhome 
al)<ls1arted thcir oM1busincss 











She and her husband. Jack 
haYeo neson, 20 
After a sh()rttime inanew 
job, Betty Conner returned to 
hcr11osition aspcrsonnel 
anal)'Statllie\'a.Dcpartrncntof 
SocialScn iccs inRichmond, 
whereshehadheensincel982. 
Kath y Neal White teaches a 
scminarclassingovemmcnl 






Bev Miner Palme r and 




prncticc . Bcvisamcdical 
examiner with both medical 




Charlie Hall. A five-week trip 
took themacrossthcl"nited 
Statcs , uptheWest Coa~tand 
into Ille Canadian Rockies. 
Yl'onnc hasnow becntoallof 
the,J8 contiguo usstatcs 
Davie Adams lives in 
Rochester, N.Y. , wheresheisan 
underwriter for General 
Accidcm Insurance Co. Her 
lcisuretiml' ishappi!yspent 
working on her house 





SPRIXG CRAFrS K.IR8\" 
96 15lli!Chin Drive 








and inspires you to WR ITE! 
































Ga)'k Goodson Butler, 
Nanq·MartinJctt,Martha 
PostooTuroer,Betty 






























1alkingjustabou1thcpas1: J did 
managetogetsomecurrem 





Betty Rodman Harris was 






















need special help 







ponies and weekend horse 
showsallol'er. 
Gayle Goodson 1:lutleris 
writingfrcclanccartidcsfor 
















Marthal'oston 'I\J rner has 
bct•ndoiugalolofsubslillllC 
teaching in Richmond and 
working during the Virginia 
legislati1·csessioninthev.inter. 
Shchassecn<]ullcabitof 






















Please send news by 
Jan.15 , 1995 
Page H • Cl..ASS CONNEU'IONS 
BIITTI WHEELER NEL~O:\' 
103'iOChristinaRoad 
CheslcrfJcld,\·A25832 
Marianne Nelms Macon , 













have one daughter. 
Artist Terrie Powers 
Miller, W'77, 
designs sets for 
plays peifonned at 
7beatre IV. where 
her husband, 
Brnce, R'74. is 
artistic director. 
PagcJordan i,curremly 
working on a personal 























enjoyed a much-anticipated 
,·acalioninAugusta10ceanlslc 
Bcach,N.<.: 















Leslie Wilson Pepper 
worksfulltirneasastaff 
attomeyfortl1eOklahoma 







Colleen Murphy and her 
husband,F.r.'inShindell,havea 
new apartment in New York, 
11hcrc<.:olkcnislhcdircctorof 






















































































DERKA SOUKUP FKAI\KJ.I , 
13531EdmonlliorpcRoad 
Midlothian,W,2:\I B 





Kathy Brookshire now 
li1·esinl.awrence,,ilJe,Ga.She 
worksasaplanninganalyst 





Thomas.June 24, 1993,in 
Mcxico Cily. ,\1 clanicandher 
famih· tran~fcrrcd from llrJ.Li! 
toMexicowitbProcter& 
Gamble,forwbichshehas 
worked as a marketing 
managcrforfour)'Cars.llrucc 








operations for Consolidated 
Rai l Corp.inPittsburgh,~ 
MAURA MCCARTHY DUNN 
1211 2WaterfordWay Place 
Richmond, VA23233 
Class 10\'earReunlon, May 
5-7, 1995! 
Mymailb-Oxwaso"erflowing 
afterwordgotoutthm l was 




Courtney Stone Moses got 
married on Oct 2, 1993,to 
John Moses.Severalofour 
classmates were in the 
wedding, induding Melissa 
MullctYoung andJim 
McKeon, R'85.Courtney's 






Kendall Cawdo Mar,1ard 
~,·esinNice>iUe, fla.,and this 
summcr,thccycoftropical 
storm, "Albeno,"passedright 











thcU.of West•·1orida. They 
alsostancdabusiness, 
li.idtech,whichspccializesin 
computer hardware and 
softwareforchi ldren.Withtwo 
chi ldrcn,a newbuslnessand 
bcinginschool,limagincthere 
aretimeswhen shefeelslike 





with Norfolk Wire and 







stratcgiCJllan ningfor Norfolk 
SouthcmCorp. Sarahwasalso 
awardcd thcassociatcinrisk 
management (ARM ) 





With her mathematics degree from UR, 
Dr. ChrisGennings,W'82, istackling 
mcdicalanddrug-rclatcdissucsfrom 
across the country. 
Shcisanassistantprofcssorof 
biostatisticsattheMedicalCo!legeof 
Virginia and divides her time among 
teaching, researchingandconsulting 
Bios!lltisticsisabranchofstatisticswith 
applications in biomedical research. 
She teaches gr'dduatc progr'dms for 
master'slevclandPh.D. studentsin 
"In order !Odo the kind of research I am interested in,' 
she says, "I spend a lot of time finding out what real world 
problems are in other fields and I think,' llow am I going 
to handle that from as!lltistical analysis perspective?'" 
Gennings' main concentration is in chemical 
interactions. In chemotherapy, for example, where six or 
seven chemkals are often involved in one treatment , she 
dnclops statistical methods useful for describing the 
effects when one chemical or drug is increased 
"I'm more of an applied person ," Gennings says, "so I 




and pharmacologists. "It's nke when your research and 
your consulting go hand-in-hand ," she says 
As part of a grant from the U.S.Army, Gennings studied 
chemicals in the treatment of nerve agent exposure 
through the Department of Chemical Defense in 
Aderdeen, Md. The Army was concerned about the 
treatmentofthoseexposedtonervegas. Gennings 
researched which combination of drugs would provide 




mental Protection Agency. One application she is 
focusing on is the dean-up of dump sites. The statistical 
methods are motivated hy the regulatorr problem of 
determining which site is the most hazardous and should 
he cleaned up first hecausc of the nature of the chemicals 
found in combination at the site. 
She was recently appointed for a three-rear term to an 
advisory board to the Federal Drug Administration. She 
meets three or four times a rear with the board to discuss 
drugs that affect the nermus system. When a drug 
company has a question about a drug's use or restrictions, 
the question is sent tothead\·isoryboard 
A recent question presented to the board dealt with 
the safety of a compound for the treatment of epileptics. 
"Thedrugreallyturnedpeoplcs' lives 
around," Gennings says. "It was 
wonderfultoseetheeffect ." 
Genning.~haspublishedmorethan 
30 papers and made numerous 
presentationsacrossthecountrysince 
graduating from UR 
Shedecidcdthatshewantedto 
"I didn't want to be a theoretical mathematician," she 
says. "Statisticsseemedlikeaninterestingfield. !didn't 
know much about it when I came to MCVand I just sort 
offellintoit ." 
Although Gennings had not had all the statis1ics 
classesthatsomeoneatalargeuniversityrnighthavc 
taken, she felt that she was a more well-rounded person 
for having chosen UR 
"I'm a real liberal ans-backer,' Gennings says. "A lot 
of people feel ifrou'rein atechnicalfield,you should 
get into it early. ldon'tagree,because l reallyenjoyed 
the liberal arts part." 
While at UR, Gennings was a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa, Mortar Board and the Baptist Student Union. She 
was an officer in Pi Mu Epsilon, the mathematics 
honorary, and tutored high school students. She spent 
her free time with members of 1he "Duke St. Kings" dub 
sportsteamandenjoredrunning 
Her twin sister, Carol Gennings Harsh. W'82, was an 
art history and studio art major at UR. Although the two 
were close, they did not see much of each other. 
They often confused professors because 1hcy looked 
alike. DuringChris' firstyear.sheworkedinthe 
mathematics department and met Dr. Bowen. He 
greeted someone he thought was Chris outside the 
bookstore, and was shocked when he was ignored. 
"He really thought I was a big snob," Gennings says. 
"I didn't know anything about it WJtil someone finally 
told him I had a twin.' 
Their older sister, Lrnn Gennings Ford, W'S! , was 
one year ahead of them at UR. "It was nice to have them 
around ," Gennings sars, "bm we didn 't spend a lot of 
timetogether.That'sthewayitshouldbe.' 
Gennings did not think seriously about any other 
colleges before she applied to the University for early 
decision. Shehadfrequentlyvisitedheroldersisterat 
URandthought "itjustfeltright.' 
In 1992, Gennings married Otis Fulton,an educa-
tional consultant. The couple had their first child, a 
daughter named Drew, in Mar. • 
BY K,mn.EEN GALLAGHER.AW'% 























































































































/11 Apn1, friends 
and classmates 
gathered to 
remember the late 
MaiyBeth 
Do1111elly, 8'85, 
and to dedicate a 
bench in No11h 
Cotll1 in her honor. 
lnApril,friendsand 
dassma1csga1hcredto 
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rnlumn .. lheardfrorn 
Florcncc~Flo"K.W. 
Monaghan.lnJunc,she 







and l anendc<l.Thccouple 
honc)moonedinAmigua 




wedding ceremony and 







































































































































































Amy Weston De\'oc, (R), 
wasclectedsccrctaryof 
PrcventBlindncssVii-ginia,She 
works for Boehringer 
MannhciminRit:hmond. 
LynnGaMn,(B),grnduated 





















Brault, Palmer, Gro,·e, 
Zimmerman, \l;'hite & Mims in 
Fairfax,Va.Hcrmainareaof 
pracliceis insurnnceddense. 









Kri sti Wilkinson graduated 
fromllahucmannU . in 



















l l829ChaseWellesley Driie, 
Apt.613 




Cramer, (B), Carolynl.outtit 
McGarry,EllenSee 
Oickcrson, Eli1,abeth 
Morrow Clark and Michelle 
Manin Chapman. 
Amy Patteson Holtz 
receivcdamasterofdivin ity 
degrce inMayfrom Union 
ThcologicalS.Cminaryin 
Virginia.Sheserwsasthe 
youth director for Oakwood 





Bradstreet in Los Angeles 





AlisaMayor isa thirtl-year 
gr.iduatestudeotinthe 
departmemofSlmiclanguages 





assistant in Russian language. 
Katie Miller received a 
master's degree in psychology 










district manager for 
Mannington Resilient~loorsin 
San Diego,Calif. 















at Moorestown Friends School 
in New Jersey 
l.orannMcCulllon , (B) , 
recei1·edajurisdoctordegree 
fromlheDickinsonSchoolof 



































JulieGarbc r, (B),has 
returnedto~chmondand 
worksasanaccoum 
administrator at Thompson, 
Sit'gel&Walmsleylnc 
Lisa Toews. (B), ha~been 














research associate with the 
Center for Energy& 
Em"ironmcntall'olicyatlhcu. 
of Delaware. 
Elizabeth Morrow Clark 
andherhushand,Paul , li1·ein 






























master's degree in physical 
therapyfromEmoryU. inMay 
1994. Shcnowworksasa 
physical therapist at Grady 
llospital inAtlanta,Ga 
DinaLoweKenagyisan 











celebrated her first wedding 
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ATHOMEINWEST AFRICA 
I spent the past summer in Sierr.i. Leone, 
Nigeria and The Gambia. 
Much of nw time in West Africa was 
spent in Sierr;i Leone. This was my first 
trip home since a bunch of young upstarts 
in the army staged a coup d'Ctat on April 29, 
1992, that toppled 1he unpopular one-
party dictatorship of the All Peoples 
Congress (APC) 
The new government claims to be 
revolutionary, but I was not the least 
impressed. Far from being revolutionary, 
the National Provisional Revolutionary 
Council (NPHC) is a ruthless dictatorship 
that is hopelessly corrupt, intolcram of 
political pluralism and inherently 
incapable of launching a progressive era in 
Sierra Leone politics. 
That the present leadership in Sierr.i 
Leone squandered the promise of a 
popular coup d't:tat is not surprising 
because· 
• the leaders of the 1992 coup wt:n: 
mO{ivated by personal and corporate 
grievances rather than by a genuine 
desire to improve the living conditions 
of subaltern masses 
• a background of chronic material 
destitution predisposed the new 
leadership to the same vc:nal patterns of 
wealth accumulation characteristic of 
the regime it ousted from power 
• the Sierra Leone army is dangerously 
tacking in discipline and professional-
ism and has become a monster that 
cannot be caged, at least not by the 
NPRC leadership, and 
• with maybe a few exceptions, the new 
regime has invited and rewarded 
sycophancy, mediocriry and opponun-
ism in a manner all too reminiscem of 
the APC days. 
I found no substantive difference 
between the NPRC and the regime it 
forcibly removed from power - the 
charJcters and functionaries may have 
changed, but the rules of despoliation 
remain the same. 
Banditry, ,iolcnce, plunder and the 
wanton destruction of livt:s and propeny 
arc the order of the day, especially in areas 
affected by rebel activities. 
l'ai;:c 48 • VANTAGE l'OIN"f 
Just a month prior to my arrival in 
Sic rm Leone, an Irish priest and a Due ch 
doctor, with his wife and fo·e-year-old 
<laughter, were brutally murdered by what 
many believe to be government soldiers. 
Military regimes were the rule in 
Nigeria and The Gambia also, although 
Gambia had a chilian government during 
my stay there. This was my first visit to 
Nigeria, the most populous coumry in 
Africa, and The Gambia, the least popu-
lous state in Africa. 
1 found civil society in Nigeria IO be 
very robust and vibrant but the military 
continues IO pose a serious obstacle IO 
institutional and social progress. The 
military has been in power in Nigeria for 
much of the independence period and 
shows no signs of disengaging from 
politics in the near future. 
Mos hood Abiola, a Yoruba tycoon, had 
his 1993 election as president annulled by 
the military, was arrested and charged 
with treason after he declared himself 
president of Nigeria, and is currently 
languishing in prison 
An uneasy calm pervaded the political 
atmosphere while I was there, but the 
failure of the Hausas and the Jgbos IO 
throw their weight behind the campaign 
for democrncy seemed 10 have played 
BY DR.JIMMY 0. KANDEH 
Kandeb, a native of Sierra Leone, is an 
assi~tmu professor of political science at rhe 
U11i1-er.;i~v. His areas of specialty i11c/11de 
politics of Afn·ca, compamtil>e polirics and 
internatio,ia/ relations 
right into the hands of a military that has 
no intention of relinquishing power. 
Gambia was a different story alto-
gether. Where Nigeria was chaotic, 
overcrowded and engulfed by poli tical 
crisis,The Gambia seemed the quintes-
sence of social tr.tnquiliry and political 
stability. Life in ll1e Gambia was less 
stressful, the people are more laid-back 
and there was an abundance of food and 
other basic items 
This stabiliry, however, masked a 
corrupt political system steeped in 
patronage, nepotism and cronyism. A 
month after my visit, a coup <l~tat ousted 
1he 29-year-old civilian governmem of 
DaudaJawara. A military junta is now in 
charge of the country and it will be some 
time before the true intentions of the new 
leaders become manifes1. 
Although conditions in Sierra Leone 
appear to be more <lespernte - about a 
quaner of the total population of four 
million has been displaced by the so-
called rebel war - than in Nigeria and TI1e 
Gambia, all three societies share striking 
commonalities. 
For one thing, they all now have 
military gon:rnmcms. ll1ese governments 
operate within a neopatrimonial, 
oligarchic framework charncterized by 
patron-clientelism, repression and the 
privatization of public resources and 
offices. 
Political power is not institutionalized 
in any of these states, but civil society is 
relatively more underdeveloped in The 
Gambia and Sierra Leone than in Nigeria. 
This docs no!, however, mean prospects 
for democrati7.ation in Nigeria are any 
better, especially given the more imrusive 
role of the military in Nigerian politics. 
As is often the case in these circum-
stances, going home was a many-sided 
L"Xperience. I savored some good old-
fashioned home cooking, familial warmth, 
the spontaneity and adaptive ingenuity of 
Africans and the culrurnl treasure and 
depth of everyday life. 
As hard as life is in these countries and 
as difficult and frustrnting as were some of 
my experiences, I could not help but feel 
that I was in my moorings in West Africa. 
.. 
OOhen the Wilton 
Center for Interfaith 
Campus Ministries 
opened in 1990, the 
lovely building seemed 
to call for a collection of 
art that would visually 
complement the 
PATHWAYS His charge was to 
symbolize frontiers of 
faith and reason that 
challenge the individual 
on the spiritual journey 
inward and outward. 
"in huH1ble gratitude to the UnWl!rSfty~ Ricbmond 
for its role in my personaljourney,H 
Among the symbols 
used by the artist in his 
design are light, repre-
senting the light of 
building's purpose. 
An art advisory 
committee with representatives from the 
chaplain's office, faculty, staff, students and 
alumni chose to focus on the concept of 
"frontiers of faith," which was drawn from 
the chaplaincy's theme, "Journey Toward 
Wholeness." 
The committee commissioned glass artist and 
designer Eric Hilton of Odessa, N.Y. , to do "Path-
ways" as the theme piece for the art collection. 
knowledge and the word of life; the tree of life, 
with the seed of consciousness in its branches; a 
sphere, representing the human journey toward 
wholeness through education, personal faith 
and service to others; and three towers that act 
as divine guardians in the quest for truth. The 
crystal sculpture stands on a base of slate, which 
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